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In This Book
Practice and Theory Join Hands

To Help You-
The NewNew MYE TECHNICAL MANUAL is a magnificent wartime
aid for radio servicemen, engineers, amateurs and experimenters.
Helps you make the most of available components.

Written simply in down-to-earth English that gives both radio
theory and practice, presenting the latest technical information.
Applies to your every -day servicing problems-a handy companion
for the work bench-indispensable for quick solutions to the home
set difficulties you must overcome to "Keep 'em listening."

408 pages, 81/2 x 11 inches, profusely and accurately illustrated,
durably bound in hard cloth covers.
Invaluable-if you are a veteran-because it contains much data
heretofore unpublished; if you are new at the business-because it
is so easy to understand, as well.

Your nearest Mallory Distributor will supply you.
Price $2.00-while the supply lasts.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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Check these needed items
you didn't expect so get for
the duration!
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COMMUNICATIONS
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RADIO TUBES

TESTERS
Lafayette also offers: toles,
developments in inter -communications
equipment . . Advance listing of
1944 Radio and Electronic books .
Expanded list of tools, particularly
suited for assembly and factory use ...
Complete list of Victory lines for re-
pot/ and replacement . . Bargain
Section of Special Values.
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Just off the press! The new
Lafayette Radio Corporation
Catalog 94 is now ready for you!
It presents hundreds of new
listings of radio and electronic
parts and equipment. Many
items shown were merely de-
signs on the drafting board a
short while ago.

Lafayette Radio Catalog 94 lists the most complete
stock of radio and electronic products available today for
industrials, the armed forces, government agencies, schools,
etc., on priority. For civilian maintenance and repair items,
your order will bring quick delivery without priority.

This catalog is a must for all procurement men and
expediters -for industrial civilian and military needs. Write
today for your FREE copy of this complete, up-to-the-
minute Lafayette Radio Catalog 94.

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.
901 W. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
265 PEACHTREE s T. ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION
901 West Jackson Boulevard, Dept. 1110. Chicago 7, Illinois

a Please send me a FREE copy of the New Lafayette Radio
 Catalog 94.
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with the editor .......

TRIMMED AGAIN!

PAPER
RESTRICTIONS force us again to trim the white margin closer

to the black text. Paper savings so effected will be put right back into
additional pages of text so that subscribers will benefit. Type matter in this and
future issues may be smaller than that used heretofore so that more text will ap-
pear on less pages. We have also ordered a lighter weight stock. Future issues
will be from 20% to 50% larger in number of pages, with no increase in total
paper tonnage used.

Summarized, henceforth subscribers will get a lot more for their money!

THE CASE OF THE MISSING HALF -MILLION TUBES

THE ESTIMABLE WPB announced on or about October 12th that a half -
million tubes being held by an export house were being offered for sale on open
bid. On the heel of this announcement came word from a Reading, Penna. dis-
tributor that the tubes in question had been purchased by his organization. There-
upon we wrote the distributor urging that he exercise good judgment and spread
the tubes equitably throughout the country. Within 24 hours he replied that
"the Navy has padlocked the tubes, in spite of the WPB release." He also
wrote, "This tube deal would make the best fiction story in history - no one
would believe it."

Days have passed and nothing more has been heard about those tubes.
Shades of Sherlock Holmes and Ellery Queen - what a mystery! We sug-
gest that it be solved, and soon.

What say you, Mr. Barbey ?

FIGURES DON'T LIE - SOMETIMES!

A GROUP OF gentlemen engaged in the commercial broadcasting business
recently made a survey of conditions and reported that many thousands of
radio receivers are becoming inoperative daily due to replacement tube and parts
shortages. Then evidently someone realized that they'd "spilled the beans." If
listening audiences were becoming smaller, obviously time rate charges must be
lowered. To offset the potential threat to earning which the report engendered,
a new tactic was employed : it was subsequently announced that "broadcast
program listening is up from 16% to 60% because gasoline restrictions and rub-
ber shortages now force the public to stay at home more. Consequently, radio
programs have larger audiences than ever."

It is true that many homes had two or more radios and that not all the
sets in homes have gone out of use, But from what our readers tell us many
homes owning but a single radio now have not even that operating.
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"War"Part
Mean to

THEY MEAN, first, support for the armed forces ... support
provided in the way we know best how to give it.

They mean the "know how" to keep pace with the radio and
electronic developments which are now being used in wartime
application-and which will so greatly influence American
living "tomorrow."

They mean better products-keyed to "tomorrow's" demand-
products you can count on!

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY, 836 Orleans Street,
Chicago, Ill. Canadian Office: 560 King Street West, Toronto.
In Argentine: UCOA Radio Products Co., S.R.L., Buenos Aires.
Cable Address: UTARADIO, Chicago.
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BI-DIRECTIONAL SPEAKER

VIBRATOR
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Lett-MARINE SPEAKER; approved
by the U. S. Coast Guard, for all
emergency loudspeaker systems on
ships. Re-entrant type horn. Models
up to 50 watts. May be used as
both speaker and microphone.

Right-RE-ENTRANT TRUMPET;
available in 3 Y2', 41/2' and 6' sizes.
Compact. Delivers highly concentrated
sound with great efficiency over long
distances.

Left-RADIAL HORN SPEAKER; a

31/2' re-entrant type horn. Projects
sound with even intensity over 360'
area. Storm -proof. Made of RACON
Acoustic Material to prevent reson-
ant effects.

Right-AEROPLANE HORNS; super-
powerful and efficient P.A. horns for
extreme range projection. 9 and 4
unit Trumpets available.

Left-PAGING HORN; extremely ef-
ficient 2' trumpet speaker for use
where highly concentrated sound is
required to override high noise levels.
Uses P.M. unit.

Right-RADIAL CONE SPEAKER;
projects sound with even intensity
over 360' area. Cone speaker driven.
Will blend with ceiling architecture.
RACON Acoustic Material prevents
resonant effects.

SEND FOR CATALOG

RACON, pioneer and world's largest man-
ufacturer of loudspeakers, horns and driv-
ing units, is working at capacity filling diver-
sified orders - speakers for Army, Navy,
Maritime Commission and industrial use.
Now we are planning ahead.

Practically all industrial firms are users,
or potential users of some type public-ad-
dress, paging or sound distribution system.
Statistics prove that a properly planned
sound system installation is a good invest-
ment which in time generally pays for itself.

RACONS have always enjoyed a steady,
high sales volume. We believe they always
will, for our products are the finest that

money can buy, or engineering skill pro-
duce. Receiver units supplied with either
metal or plastic diaphragms. RACON prod-
ucts generally cost less than competitive
brands because a lower power -rated and
lower -priced RACON will outperform higher
power -rated units of other make. In other
words, don't let catalog list -prices fool you.
Basic costs and rated outputs are the prime
factors worth considering.
That's why leading soundmen
prefer and specify RACONS,
they are dependable-a safe
bet for steady sales and satis-
fied users.

RACON ELECTRIC CO. 52 EAST 19th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Mitchell Bearish on
Post ar Buying but

Bullish on Salesmen
To provide the volume of business

necessary to avoid disastrous unemploy-
ment after the war, every man, woman
and child must make purchases of
goods and services totaling at least
$1,000, Don G. Mitchell, vice-president
in charge of sales of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., told a group of electrical
Industry executives in Chicago recent-
ly.

"Unless we want to have millions of
people walking the streets looking for
jobs when this war is over, every man,
woman and child in this country will
have to buy $1,000 worth of goods and
services, if industry is to be able to
provide the necessary jobs," Mr.
Mitchell declared. "This will call for
an annual output of 135 billion dollars
worth of goods and services, compared
to the total of only 98 billion dollars
In the boom year of 1929.

"Furthermore, this problem will be
complicated by the fact that rationing
or other controls of some type will un-
questionably be continued for a while
after the war, in order to avoid run-
away inflation when savings now in
war bonds are released for spending.
That means that the production man,
who has been all-important for the past
few years and who has done a mag-
nificent job, will step down as directing
genius of American industry and hand
over his baton to the salesman."

Mr. Mitchell stated that the postwar
development of the newer industries
such as aviation and prefabricated hous-
ing would play an important part in
maintaining this high level of expendi-
ture. Of most promise, he said, is the
electronics industry, which will find
thousands of new jobs to do in manu-
facturing and transportation. At the
same time, he scoffed at the exagger-
ated ideas that have grown up around
this subject.

OPA Cracks Down;
Collects 35 Gees.

The Benjamin T. Crump Co., Inc.,
wholesale radio distributor of Rich-
mond, Va., has paid the U. S. Treasury
$35,000 as a compromise settlement of
a treble damage claim against it by the
OPA for sales of radios to retailers at
prices above legal ceilings, that agen-
cy's Enforcement Department an-
nounced today.

OPA stated that over -charges total-
ing about $23,000 had been made by
the company on several thousand
radios sold to retailers from August
1942 to May 1943.

This settlement disposed of one of
the biggest cases handled by OPA in-
volving violations of price ceilings on
household goods.

Crosleg VP Sags What's
To Come is 864 Question

Speaking in New York recently, Ray-
mond C. Cosgrove, vice president and
general manager, manufacturing divi-
sion of the Crosley Corporation to Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, said:

"Difficult as was the conversion from
peace -time to war production for many
manufacturers, the re -conversion to
civilian production after the war will
be much more difficult.

"In war production, the factors of
time, value and quality are much more
important than that of cost, while, in

IN and AROUND the TRADE . . .

Being a condensed digest of some of the happenings in and
around the radio trade as compiled by the Editors . . . .

manufacturing in peace -time under
highly competitive conditions, the ele-
ment of cost is of major importance.
This in itself involves an entire re-
adjustment of methods and policies.

"In many plants, like our own, it will
be impossible to get into production of
civilian goods while filling the full
schedule of war orders, for war product
facilities must be made available before
a start can be made on domestic pro-
duction.

"Many problems must be faced and
solved before post-war operations can
be started. Some of these problems now
under government control are:

"Who will get the first materials al-
lotted for civilian use?

"What provision will be made for re-
conversion of companies filling large
war orders?

"How much production will each
company be allowed to make?

"What models will be permitted, and
how many?

"Will there be Victory models?
"What prices can be established?
"What forms of distribution will be

permitted `l
"What controls are to be maintained

and for how long?
"What preference ratings will there

be for materials?
"These and many more questions

must be answered anti none of us
knows all the answers yet."

SCA J ps Gun with
Theater Television

Perfected large screen television (up
to 20 feet or more screen size) for mo-
tion picture theatres, homes, schools
and churches, both in black -and -white
and natural color, will be available
commercially soon after hostilities
cease as a result of basic patents issued
by the Patent Office in Washington to
Scophony Corporation of America, it
was announced by Arthur Levey, Presi-
dent of SCA. The company is asso-
ciated with Television Productions, Inc.,
a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures,
and General Precision Equipment Cor-
poration, which in turn is associated
with Twentieth Century -Fox Film Cor-
poration.

Mr. Levey revealed that SCA engi-
neers are now working to make three-
dimensional television a reality. Some
leaders of the radio industry, says Mr.
Levey, have expressed a belief that
television broadcasting may develop on
a subscriber basis as a means toward
solving certain financial problems. If
such method should be deemed desir-
able by the regulatory authorities, Sco-
phony is prepared to provide it, since
the company has already patented a
"Secret Television" method whereby
transmitted pictures which are scram-
bled at the source may be reproduced
on television receiver screens of sub-
scribers in full clarity. Such receivers

would be provided with key patterns by
means of which the received signals
are unscrambled again so that only
these subscriber receivers would be
enabled to receive a clear and intelligi-
ble picture.

New WPB Order Leaves
WEBS Out In Cold; Helps

Repairing Servicemen
Preference Rating Order P-133 was

revised today by the War Production
Board to make it the exclusive con-
trolling order for obtaining mainte-
nance, repair and operating supplies for
radio communication and radio broad-
casting.

For obtaining supplies, the rating of
AA -5, without the "MRO" symbol is
specifically assigned for the businesses
of sound recording for commercial, edu-
cational and industrial purposes, and in
the operation and maintenance of pub-
lic address, intercommunication, plant
sound and similar electronic systems,
including systems for the controlled
distribution of musical programs. Order
P-133 previously had given an AA -2X
rating for maintenance, repair and op-
erating supplies for sound recording for
commercial purposes.

Other changes in Order P-133 include
a clarification of tube inventory re-
strictions. Use of ratings and allot-
ment symbol to buy or repair a tube Is
prohibited unless a person has in stock
less than one new and one rebuilt tube,
or two rebuilt spare tubes per active
socket. The previous order did not re-
strict the number of repaired tubes
that could be stocked. However, no im-
portant change in the average radio
station's stock is likely to result from
this restriction.

Another added restriction bars use of
the ratings to obtain supplies for the
War Emergency Radio Service, the
amateur operators' group under the
Office of Civilian Defense.

Service repair shops doing mainte-
nance and repair work for persons en-
gaged in radio communication may use
the rating and symbol of a customer to
do such work, and the restrictions on
use of ratings apply as to the customer.

/ica Hit, So Condenser
Production Gets Axe

Because of a serious depletion in
stockpiles of better qualities of mica,
the War Production Board acted today
to conserve supplies of this material.
Users of high -quality mica are being
notified that the Board will undertake
to provide only sufficient quantities of
these qualities to maintain consump-
tion at the average rate maintained
during the first nine months of 1943.
This policy will become effective about
December 1.

In view of the gravity of the situa-
tion, the Mica -Graphite Division, after

(Continued on page 29)
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Mathematics of Sound Made Easy

by IRA KAMEN
Member, Institute of Radio Engineers

Since accurate and profitable sound installations depend
greatly on the knowledge of a few mathematical formulae.
the author gives them here in understandably simple form.

Introduction

11-

HOGBEN in his widely
read book, "Mathematics

A 0 for the Millions," reports
the apocryphal encounter

of Diderot, the great Encyclopaedist
of the French Revolution, with
Euler, foremost mathematician of
his time. Diderot had completely
captivated the nobility of the Rus-
sian court with his brilliance and
glibness so completely, that an en-
vious Tsarista decided to embarrass
him publicly. Diderot was con-
fronted by Euler who proclaimed
dramatically, that he had mathe-
matical proof of the existence of

a + bn
God; " - X, therefore God

n

does exist," he pronounced. "What
have you to say to that?"

Diderot was confused, frightened,
absolutely unable to reply. He left
the Russian court in a huff and re-
turned immediately to France, be-
cause when faced with an algebraic
equation, he was helpless. He could
not proceed to think or argue suc-
cessfully. Possibly the greatest
stumbling - block to a clear under-
standing of many electronic en-
gineering problems is this very fear
of mathematics, and the consequent
desire to avoid those questions with
which that subject is concerned.

It is the purpose of this article to
present the basics of audio mathe-
matics in a simple form, divorced
from the burden of Greek symbols
and complicated formulas. Letter
symbols will be shown only to per-
mit their identification when found
elsewhere.

The Decibel
Since the ear responds logarith-

mically, (see "Basics of Sound," July
RADIO SERVICE -DEALER), the unit of
audio measurement should be one
which follows logarithmic ratios.
This unit is known as the decibel and
is abbreviated db. Familiarity with
this unit and its application is es-
sential to all who would undertake

audio design. In this connection a
brief review of logarithms will prove
helpful.

Logarithms
It will be remembered that a

logarithm is an exponent. Consider
the following powers (or exponents)
of 10.

10-4 = 0.0001
100 = 1.0000
103 = 1000.0

The exponent of 10 on the left
side of the equation is called the
logarithm to the base of 10 of the
number on the right side of the
equation. Thus -4 is the logarithm
to the base 10 of 0.0001 and 3 is the
logarithm to the base 10 of 1000.
Another way to say this is that the
logarithm (log for short) of 1000
to the base 10 is 3. The logarithm
of any number to the base 10,
then, is the power to which 10 must
be raised to equal that number
(103 = 1000).

Logarithmic tables have been es-
tablished to permit ready determina-
tion of the logarithm of any given
number or, given the logarithm, the
determination of the number.

It is obvious that most numbers
are not integral powers of 10. Thus
1666 is more than 103 and less than
104. As a result its log will be 3 plus
a decimal. The whole number or in-
tegral part of the log is called its
characteristic and the decimal part
is known as the mantissa. The char-
acteristic is equal to the number of
digits to the left of the decimal point
minus 1, or, in the case of decimal
fractions, it is equal to the number
of ciphers between the decimal point
and the first significant number, in -

eluding the significant number. Thus
the characteristic of .0001 is -4 and
the characteristic of .000196 is also
-4; while the characteristic of 123
is 2 and 123.456 is also 2.

To find the exact log of 1666 re-
fer to a common log table, and locate
the intersection of the row that has
166 under the N column with the col-
umn headed 6 at top. See Fig. 1.

The characteristic of 1666 is 8
The 'mantissa of 1666 is .22167;

therefore
The log of 1666 = 3.22167
One of the most important appli-

cations of logarithms is the transla-
tion of power ratings into decibels.
Actually the decibel is a relative
measure of two powers. It tells of
the logarithmic ratio between them;
and it will be appreciated since the
ear responds to sources of sound en-
ergy logarithmically, that the loga-
rithmic ratio of any two powers will
indicate their relative value to the
human ear.

In the system of common loga-
rithms discussed above, the loga-
rithm of the ratio of any two num-
bers is known as the bel. This unit
proved too large for most calcula-
tions and in the same way that
1/1000 Farad, the microfarad. has
become the basic unit of capacity
measurement, 1/10 bel, the decibel,
has become the basic unit for ex-
pressing the logarithmic ratio be-
tween any two powers.

The formula is:
P.

DB = 10 log
P1

10 log10 means ten times the loga-

N 0 1 2 3 4 5

22880

6 7 8 9

165 22748 22775 22801 22827 22854 22906 22932 22958 22985

166 22011 22037 22063 22089 22115 22141 22167 22194 22206 22246

167 22272 22298 22324 22350 22376 22401 22427 22453 22479 22505

Fig. 1. Extract of logarithm table
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rithm to the base 10 (common logs
are always figured to the base 10)
of P2 (the larger power in watts)
divided by P1 (the particular refer-
ence level used or the lower power).

For example, find the db rating of
a 10 -watt output amplifier, using a
reference level of .006 watt

DB = 10 log
10

.006

= 10 log 1666
= 10 X 3.22167
= 32.2167 decibels at .006

watts reference level.

Reference Levels
The decibel expresses the ratio be-

tween any two powers, but it must
be remembered that the db is a rela-
tive not an absolute measure, and
must therefore be referred to some
specific reference level. Unfor-
tunately, a number of different ref-
erence levels are in use by different
organizations today. Broadcast en-
gineers began to use a reference
level of 12.5 milliwatts (.0125
watt), based on peak power of
speech in a telephone transmission
line, while telephone and audio
transmission line engineers have
used 6 milliwatts (.006 watt) as
their reference level.

The latest of many attempts to
standardize the decibel reference
level is the adoption of 1 milliwatt
(.001 watt) reference level. This
has been called the Volume Unit
(V.U.) A volume level indicator,
which reads in V.U. is manufactured
for broadcast work since the V.U. is
numerically equal. to the number of
decibels above a reference level of 1
milliwatt.

Several microphone manufacturers
have employed a reference level of
zero db = 1 volt. Thus a crystal mi-
crophone may have an output speci-
fication of -60 db (or 60 db down)
under a pressure of one bar, (bar =1
dyne per square centimeter), across
a load resistance of 100,000 ohms
with 1 volt equal to zero db.

db Equivalents at Different
Reference Levels

A group of typical problems will
clarify the relationship between db
and the reference level and will in-
dicate the importance of specifying
the reference level employed in any
given analysis or design problem.

(a) Assume a power amplifier
which has a rated output of 50 watts
when driven by an input power of 2

watts. What is the gain of the am-
plifier in db?

P2

P1

(2) = 10 log 50 \
2

(3) = 10 log10 25

(Reference to a common log table
will show that the log of 25 is
1.39794.)

(4) = 10 X 1.39794
(5) = 13.9 or roughly 14 db.

(b) Using a reference level of 1
milliwatt, what is the power output
of an amplifier rated at 32 db out-
put?

(1) db = 10 log

(1) db = 10 lo,gio

(2) 32 = 10 log

(3)

P2

P1

P2

P23.2 = log -
.001

P2
(4) or log

.001

.001

-PLATE CURRENT

PLATE CURRENT

ORE)
VOLTS

ORR*

Fig. 3. Characteristic curve for
Class A bias.

(1) db = 10 logio
P2

P1

P2
(2) 6 = 10 log

(3)
P2

0.6 = log
P1

Reference to a common log table will
show that 6 is the mantissa of .3981
and since the characteristic is 0, the
number corresponding to the log, 0.6

3.20000 is 3.981 and therefore

P1

We must now find that number
whose logarithm is 3.2, which is the
same as 3.20000. Reference to a
common log table (Fig. 2) will show
that mantissa 20,000 lies between
the two adjacent mantissas, 19976
and 20003. The precise value can be
determined by proportions, but for
audio calculations it is accurate
enough to use the mantissa 20003
which corresponds to 1585. The
characteristic of 3.20000 is 3 and
therefore the number corresponding
to the logarithm 3.2 is 1585 and
therefore

(5)

(6)

P2
- 1585

.001

P2 = 1.585 watts
Note that 32 db, when using a ref -

evince level of .001 watt, is equal to
only 1.5 watts whereas, when using
a reference level of .006 watt, it is
equal to 10 watts. This evidences the
importance of specifying the refer-
ence level employed.

(c) Assume a 5 - watt amplifier
driving a speaker with an attenuator
which causes an insertion loss of 6
db. How much power reaches the
speaker?

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

157 19590 19618 19645 19673 19700 19728 19756 19783 19811 19838

158 19866 19893 19921 19948 19976 20003 20030 20058 20085 20112

159 20140 20167 20194 20222 20249 20276 20303 20330 20358 20385

P2
(4) 3.981 =

P1

and since there is a loss of pow-
er, the large power P2 = 5, (the
output of the amplifier), then
(5) 3.981 = 5/P,
(6) P1 = 1.25 + watts

reach the speaker
Note that if there had been a gain

of 6 db between the output of the
amplifier and the speaker, equation

P2
(5) would have read 3.981 = or

5

P2 = 20 watts reaching speaker.

Handy Things to Remember
There are a number of handy bits

of mathematical information which

PLATE CURRENT.

.... tint A49135Xr-.

- GRID CURRENT

Fig. 4. Characteristic curve for
Class B bias.Fig. 2. Extract from common logarithm table
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can prove of considerable value when
committed to memory.

Remember that 3 db represents a
power ratio of 2 to 1. For example,
the difference between 10 watts and
5 watts is 3 db which represents only
one noticeable change to the average
ear. As further evidence, see the
note appended to example (c) above,
where it is shown, mathematically,
that a gain of 6 db following an out-
put of 5 watts results in 20 watts;
two steps of 3 db, doubling the
source power twice.

It has been proved time and again
that most people cannot detect the
difference between the output of a
speaker driven at 20 watts and the
output of the same speaker when
driven at 10 watts. The obvious
value in amplifiers of greater power
is that they permit considerably
greater coverage by dividing the
power into a number of speakers.
Thus a 20 -watt amplifier driving two
speakers can provide practically
twice the sound distribution achieved
as when it drives a single speaker.

An amplifier with a gain of 10 is
equivalent to 10 db; an amplifier
with a gain of 100 is equivalent to
20 db, a gain of 1000 is equivalent
to 30 db and a gain of 10,000 or 104
is equivalent to 40 db. It should be
remembered, that while an orches-
tra, playing at its loudest, creates
1,000,000 times the sound energy
created when playing at its softest,
it does not sound 1,000,000 times as
loud but only 60 db louder. In other
words, to the average ear, this vast
increase in power represents only 20
audible increases. The above are
handy multiples when it is necessary
quickly to approximate the db rating
of amplifiers specified in gain.

It may often happen that the read-
er will find it necessary to translate
decibels into watts when a logarithm
table is unavailable. As a simple
mathematical device for making
such calculations, the following for-
mula can often prove helpful:

W = 2 (db/3) (.006)

Thus to translate 30 db into watts :
W = 2 (30/3) (.006) or
W = 210 (.006)

= 1024 (.006)
= 6.144 watts

This procedure can, of course,
prove rather cumbersome, and is not
specifically recommended, but it can
prove extremely useful in making
accurate calculations when only
paper and pencil are available.

Classes of Audio Amplifiers
Amplifiers are classified in terms

of their ability to amplify voltage or
power. There are today four general
classifications : Class A, AB, B and
Class C.

The Class A amplifier is designed
so that plate current flows during
the complete cycle of the grid volt-
age. Plate current flow is a function

of the grid bias potential, and in a
Class A amplifier, the grid is biased
at the center of the characteristic
tube curve, (Fig. 3).

The Class AB and A amplifier has
been defined differently by various
sources. It is usually sub -divided
into two separate classes; AB1 and
AB2.

Class AB1 has a grid bias slightly
higher than Class A, so that when
signals of small amplitude actuate
the grid, it behaves like a Class A
amplifier. When the amplitude of
the signal increases to a value which

5a

5b

Fig. 5a. Wave form of first tube in
Class B push pull.

Fig. 5b. Wave form of second tube
in Class B push pull.

Fig. 5c. Combined wave form of
two tubes in Class B push pull (in

the output transformer).
would normally drive the grid of a
Class A amplifier positive, the Class
AB amplifier bias increases due to
the increased plate current and the
resultant increase in current flow
through the bias resistor. A larger
signal can thus be handled by the
AB1 amplifier without driving the
grid positive.

The grid bias of a Class AB, am-
plifier is greater than that in the
AB1 amplifier, but lower than that in
Class B, and as a result this type of
amplifier can handle a larger grid
signal than Class A and AB,, but a
higher distortion level is present
since grid current flows during a
part of each cycle. This type of am-
plifier must be used in a push pull
arrangement in audio work, to re-
duce the natural distortion.

In a Class B amplifier the grid
bias is approximately equal to the
cut off value (that value of grid bias
at which plate current is practically
zero), so that plate current is ap-
proximately or close to zero when no
grid voltage is applied. As a result,

plate current flows for only one half
of each cycle when the exciting grid
voltage is applied. This operation
can be readily observed by refer-
ence to Fig. .4.

Note that the applied grid bias re-
duces the plate current practically to
zero and consequently the first half
of the signal wave merely drives the
grid further negative, but produces
little change in the plate current. On
the second half of the cycle the grid
is driven past zero and made less
negative relative to the cathode, pro-
ducing the half wave of plate cur-
rent, corresponding to the second
half of the exciting signal.

Class B amplifiers are more effi-
cient than Class A, AB1 or AB,, but
push pull is also required when using
this arrangement for audio work. In
a Class B push pull amplifier, the
two tubes each amplify one half of
the input signal and operate alter-
nately, the separate waves of the
plate current being combined in the
output transformer as shown in Fig-
ures 5a, 5b and 5c.

In general, Class A amplifiers have
the lowest harmonic distortion, and
are the least efficient and therefore
the largest and heaviest amplifiers
for any given output.

Amplifiers operated in Class AB
provide greater output than those
operated in Class A, are lighter and
smaller than Class A amplifiers and
have greater harmonic distortion
than amplifiers operated in Class A.

Class B operation provides maxi-
mum output, and permits the small-
est and lightest of amplifiers for any
given output. Load matching of a
Class B amplifier is quite critical,
however, and Class B operation re-
sults in high harmonic content.
Class B amplifiers are the most eco-
nomical to operate since power con-
sumption drops when the signal di-
minishes or ceases. (It will be re-
membered that Class B amplifiers
are biased for plate current cut-off
when no signal is applied.) In Class
A amplifiers, of course, current flows
at all times. It is characteristic of
Class B amplifiers that operation at
low level results in a high level of
distortion. In this connection, it is
interesting to note that automobile
amplifiers are normally designed in
Class B because they must be oper-
ated at high level to overcome the
considerable noise in the car. It is
also a primary consideration in auto
radio design that the radio unit be
kept small, and Class B operation
makes this possible.

Class C amplifiers are biased be-
yond cut-off. This type amplifier has -
no value in audio work. « «

[This is one in the series of arti-
cles on Sound by Messrs. Kamen and
Harman. Another installment will
appear in an early future issue.-
The Editors.]
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Solving the

Philco MYSTERY
CONTROL

by Willard Moody

* There is nothing mysterious
about the fundamental operating
principle of Philco "Mystery Con-
trol" sets, and yet many a service-
man has found a mystery on his
hands when one of them was to be
repaired.

Several Philco receiver models em-
ployed the same basic mechanism.
These sets are tuned automatically
to any one of 8 separate stations,
and the volume control adjusted,
both by remote control.

The complete diagram of the con-
trol portion of a typical receiver of
this kind is shown in Fig. 1. The
circuit diagram for the remote con-
trol unit is shown in Fig. 2. Many
service men do not have this infor-
mation available and it should be
quite helpful.

Within 15 seconds the receiver-
previously turned "on" manually-
tunes-in stations selected by dialing
at the remote control box. Volume
is controlled by further dialing, the
degree being determined by the
length of time that the electric mo-
tor is permitted to operate. A little
practice is required to use the con-
trol efficiently, inasmuch as the mo-

CONE
AMP

78

RECEIVING LOOP OF
CONTROL AMPLIFIER

ORM

Even with shortages, the repair of receivers
featuring the Mystery Control is profitable.

mentum of the motor tends to alter
the volume, up or down as the case
may be, beyond the desired setting.

Control Box
The control box contains a battery -

type oscillator, and a great deal of
routine service trouble is due to "B"
battery failure. The battery can
readily be checked by (1) substitut-
ing a new one; (2) connecting across
it a load resistance equivalent to
the plate load of the tube and meas-
uring the voltage, with a 1,000 ohms
/voltmeter, or better; (3) by check-
ing the voltage while the oscillator
tube is energized. Under load, the
voltage should be 80% of the open -
circuit value.

The dial is connected to a pulsing
mechanism which times the return
of the dial so that a connection is
made at regular intervals. When
the dial is rotated, the 30 -type os-
cillator tube has its filament lighted
and the tube operates. When the
dial spins around in returning to the
starting position, the oscillator "B" -
battery negative -return circuit to
the filament is keyed, or pulsed, with
a make and break action. Thus the

Tmvii ATRON
2A 4G

output of the portable generator is
modulated. When the dial assumes
the "at rest" position, the filament of
the tube in the portable generator is
disconnected and there is no radia-
tion and no battery power consump-
tion.

Receiver

In the bottom of the receiver cabi-
net, there is a large coil or loop,
tuned to the frequency of the oscilla-
tor in the control box. A trimmer
located inside a cylindrical cardboard
box in one corner of the loop permits
adjustment of the tuned circuit to re-
sonance with the control -box oscilla-
tor. This adjustment is important,
for if the circuits are slightly out -
of -tune, the sensitivity control on
the chassis will need to be advanced
farther than necessary, which makes
the receiver more susceptible to the
influence of static or noise impulses
on automatic tuning operation.

This loop, identified at the lower -
left in Fig. 1, picks up the signal
radiated by the control box. The
pulses are then amplified by the
types 78 and 6J7G tubes. The
6ZY5G duo -diode serves as an a.v.c.

,s,,04 taus.

MUTE
SWITCH

NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK

TO RECEIVER

Figure 1. Complete diagram of the control portion using the Philco Mystery control.
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t&ibe to maintain an even input to
the 2A4G thyratron, as does the
6J5G. A wide range of signal levels
can thus be handled. One diode sec-
tion serves as a limiter to damp
strong signal peaks which could
cause the thyratron to conduct over
too long a period.

The argon gas in the thyratron
gives the triode structure special
characteristics. The grid permits
current flow in this rectifier tube
only when the bias is correct. The
2A4G bias is taken from the sec-
ondary of the filament winding on
the transformer while the plate sup-
ply is taken directly from the a.c.
power line. Since the plate and grid
voltages are out of phase no current
flows between plate and cathode until
the signal from the control ampli-
fiers is high enough to overcome the
bias and ignite or "fire" the tube.
Once the gas in the tube has broken
down and ionized, the tube has the
characteristic of continuing to con-
duct regardless of any further
change in the voltage between its
grid and cathode. The plate -cathode
current flows through the holding
relay and energizes it and permits
operation of the stepping relay.

Stepper and Selector
The stepper assembly contains the

holding and stepping relays. When
the thyratron conducts, the holding
relay closes and the stepping relay
actuates a ratchet just so many times
as the pulses occur in the control
box. The stepper relay operates one
of two ratchets-the primary ratchet
which is connected to the primary
switch. This switch, in turn, con-
trols the volume control motor and
short-circuits the voice coil to ground
in the starting and station selecting
positions. A muting switch connects
the plates of the output tubes to-
gether during station selection. Since
the set is operative during changes
in volume, it is necessary to mute it,
which is the job of the secondary
ratchet as it returns to home posi-
tion and moves to the station dialed
on the control box dial.

Figure 2.
A simple battery -
operated oscilla-
tor is the heart
of Control system.

Below the chassis is placed the sta-
tion selecting mechanism driven by
the stepper mechanism. Three groups
of contacts are operated by the
stepper (see Fig. 1). One group
changes the oscillator coil connect-
ions, another shifts the connections
to the antenna padding condensers,
and the third changes the connec-
tions to the dial lamps on the panel
which indicate the station selected.

Motor drive is used for the volume
and on -off switch. The motor is
equipped with a clutch that works
automatically, releasing and drop-
ping back as soon as the volume con-
trol is released by the stepper pri-
mary switch. This prevents blasting
when adjusting volume and stops
the gear train immediately when the
end stop is released on the control
box. (The gear train drives the vol-
ume control.) In addition, there's
a further protection against damage
in that a clutch is used in the vol-
ume control itself, preventing the
jamming of the mechanical system if
the control lever should happen to be
held down when the set is turned
off.

The primary switch is a s.p.d.t.
unit used to connect the correct
winding in the volume control motor
to increase or to cut down on vol-
ume. In parallel with this switch is
a s.p.d.t. switch controlled by the
manual volume control, and mounted
directly below the receiver's dial
bezel.

Normally, the range of the con-
trol box is such that effective re-
sults are obtained when the receiver
is considered the center of a circle
having a radius of 25 ft., sensitivity
being controllable by a 50,000 -ohm
variable resistance, 117 in Fig. 1,
in the cathode circuit of the control
amplifier. Operating the control so
that it does not assume a position
representing more than half its full-
scale rotation will limit the response
of the radio set to stray impulses
and guarantee best operating condi-
tions. If absorption of the signal
from the control box, due to steel or

other metal located near the receiver
abstracting power, the sensitivity
control may need to be advanced. In
some cases, those same metal objects
are responsible for shielding of the
receiver from static or noise im-
pulses, so that advancing the sensi-
tivity control does not detract from
performance.

These receivers have control box
oscillators which send out signals
from 350 to 400 kc., approx. If two
such sets are used in the same home,
the manufacturer recommends that a
20-kc. separation between oscillator
control frequencies be used, to pre-
vent interference between separate
units. If the separation is 10 kc. the
sets will not interfere with one an-
other provided the remote control
of one set is kept at least 10 feet
away from the other receiver. Using
a 20-kc. frequency separation, the
selectivity is such that no interfer-
ence will be experienced even if the
control box of one set is placed on
top of the other.

In setting up the pushbuttons, the
procedure is similar to that of an
ordinary system, except that the
control box dial is used instead of
the pushbuttons on the face of the
radio panel.

Service Problems
In addition to the service troubles

in this receiver, which are common
to any set, a few others may be men-
tioned.

Realignment is generally required
if the sets have been in service for
some time, although it is surprising
how long they can go before getting
out of hand. The control box should
be checked first, before attempting
to service the relatively complex
mechanism of the receiver proper. A
poor oscillator tube, for example, will
result in only a weak signal being
sent out, causing inferior control
action which should not be blamed on
the thyratron or some other rela-
tively unlikely cause for service.

The bakelite wheel on the volume
control may chip and break off, caus-
ing the volume control to jam. This
is quite common and a new wheel
must be obtained from the parts dis-

(Continued on page 20)

$1.00 PAID FOR SHOP NOTES
Write up any "kinks" or "tricks -of -the.

trade" in radio servicing that you have
discovered. We will pay $1 in Defense
Stamps for such previously unpublish-
ed "SHOP NOTES" found acceptable.
Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor,"
RADIO SERVICE -DEALER, 132 W. 49rd
St., New York, 18, N. Y. Unused manu-
scripts cannot be returned unless ac-
companied by stamped and addressed
return envelope.
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SECTION XXXIII

SERVICING POWER SUPPLIES

Lka41 o 11

The servicing of power supplies has become complicated because
of the shortage of replacement parts. This section deals with
many trade short cuts which should help solve this difficulty.

* Although there are relatively few
components in the power supply sys-
tem of the average radio receiver, it
is a fact that more breakdowns oc-
cur in this section than in any other
portion of the set. These troubles
usually are rather easy to identify
and, when an adequate supply of ex-
act replacement parts is available,
the repair job is generally simple.
But under present conditions, it is
often impossible to secure just the
right replacement part, particularly
insofar as power transformers and
condenser blocks are concerned. In
some cases it may be necessary to
make radical changes in the circuit
design to get the set working again.
And we are going to encounter more
and more jobs where someone else
has tried-and failed-to find a sat-
isfactory replacement part. We have
to make certain that our replace-
ments not only restore original per-
formance, or a reasonably accurate
facsimile thereof, but also that this
performance will be maintained over
an appreciable period of time. There
can be no alibi for the power trans-
former replacement which fails to
stand up; the smell of a burned -out
transformer is unmistakable, even to
the customer. Therefore, in this ar-
ticle we are going to consider the
more important factors involved in
the selection of suitable replacement
parts and in circuit modifications,
when required.

Half -Wave Circuit
Let us first consider the simple

half -wave circuit of Fig. 1. No
power transformer is required
which, in these days, is quite a
blessing. But, because the rectifier
functions on only one-half the wave,
the filter condensers have to be twice

as large in capacity as would be re-
quired with a full -wave rectifying
system to produce the same degree
of freedom from hum. We mention
this because we feel there are many
cases where a circuit of this type
may be substituted for a full -wave
type, using a power transformer, in
the event that no replacement power
transformer is obtainable.

In this circuit, using half -wave
rectifier tubes such as the 25Z5, the
plates of each section may be con-
nected in parallel, likewise the cath-
odes, in order to increase the power -

Figure 1.
A commonly seen filter -rectifier
circuit used in AC -DC receivers.

handling capacity. This may be
necessary when substituting this
type of circuit for a full -wave type
in a receiver having heavy power
tube current drain. When an electro-
dynamic speaker with a shunt field
is employed in the receiver, the field
winding is usually placed across the
output of one section of the rectifier
and the other section is used for
ordinary B -supply purposes.

Reducing Hum
Because the rectified current must

pass through the choke L, there will

be a decrease in the voltage across
R if a choke with a higher d.c. re-
sistance than was originally used is
substituted. Or, using the same
choke, if we need a heavier current
drain to adapt this power supply to
some other receiver, we are going to
find that the output voltage across R
will likewise decrease due to this
cause. A heavier current drain will
also necessitate an increase in the
amount of filter capacity to keep the
hum level down to its original value.
It is good to keep in mind that the
most economical filter circuit, inso-
far as its effectiveness in reducing
hum is concerned, is obtained when
both filter condensers in the circuit
shown have the same capacity. In
the case of a two -section filter, the
second and third condensers should
have approximately the same capac-
ity . . . in such circuits increasing
the capacity of the first condenser
has less effect in reducing the hum
than increasing the output capacity
section.

In Fig. 2 is shown a typical volt-
age -doubler circuit, except a power
transformer has been used to couple
the circuit to the power line. When
the power transformer is not used,
the line supply is connected directly
to the points where the transformer
secondary now connects.

Let us analyze this circuit so that
some of those to be described later
are more understandable. On one,
half -cycle current passes through
T1, charging the condenser C/ in
the polarity shown. On the reverse
half -cycle, T1 no longer conducts,
but the polarity is right for T2 and
therefore current passes through it,
charging C2. Because these capaci-
ties, Cl and C2, are large in value
when the current drain is low, the
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Figure 2.
A voltage doubler circuit in which
the transformer serves to isolate
the circuit from the house lines,
so that the B minus may be ground-
ed if desired. The transformer may
be eliminated if no ground is used
and the line voltage then being ap-
plied where the transformer second-
ary is indicated in this diagram.

Figure 3.
For AC receivers this half -wave cir-
cuit is often the one which is used.

Figure 4.
A conventional full -wave rectifier
and filter circuit for AC receivers.

Figure 5.
The B minus is grounded through the
power supply line. This will give a
greater hum reduction and stability.

voltage to which each was originally
charged is held, and because the po-
larities of the voltages are as shown
across each condenser, these voltages
add. Hence, the initial rectified volt-
age is doubled.

When the current drain is in-
creased, it is necessary to likewise
increase the capacity values in volt-
age doubler circuits. Otherwise the
voltage output of the doubler circuit
will be reduced.

The standard half -wave trans-
former coupled circuit is shown in
Fig. 3. The similarity to Fig. 1
is obvious, at least, insofar as the
filter circuits are concerned. Conse-
quently, it is apparent that failure
of the transformer need not put the
apparatus permanently out of com-
mission if no replacement power
transformer is obtainable, provided
we substitute one of the power sup-
ply circuits shown in either Figs. 1
or 2. If the circuit of Fig. 1 is em-
ployed, it will be necessary to take
into account that the output volt-
ages are probably going to be con-
siderably lower than those obtained
when the power transformer circuit
was employed. Often the resulting
decrease in the power output of the
set may be greatly improved by re-
placing the output tube or tubes with
types such as the 25L6, which are
designed for utmost power output at
relatively low voltages. Further,
the gain of the set may be augment-
ed by making certain that the screen
supply voltage is taken off at the
maximum B voltage point, not at a
100 -volt tap on a 250 -volt divider,
as is sometimes done, and which of
course results in a screen voltage
much lower than 100 when the 250 -
volt point is reduced in voltage. Of
course, if a series dropping resistor
is employed to provide the screen
voltage, as is the general custom in
the more modern sets, no change is
necessary when the power supply
voltage is reduced.

Full -Wave Circuit
The full -wave transformer -operat-

ed power supply circuit shown in
Fig. 4 is unquestionably the most
widely employed arrangement found
in modern receivers. We show this
circuit for comparison purposes
with Fig. 3. Note that it is a simple
matter to convert Fig. 4 into Fig.
3, insofar as the rectifier is con-
cerned. We need only to employ but
one-half the secondary winding. It
follows that a power transformer
with one-half its secondary open
need not necessarily be junked; it
may fit in as a replacement for the
half -wave circuit of Fig. 3, provid-
ed the voltage and current ratings

are suitable. Or, we may alter the
full -wave circuit of Fig. 4 and op-
erate it half -wave, in the event that
one section of the secondary opens.
We will have to increase the filter
capacity to overcome the increase in
hum which otherwise results; we'll
need to parallel the plates of the rec-
tifier tube to bring the current ca-
pacity up to its full -wave capacity.
And we may expect some reduction
in output voltage. But we can re-
store operation which will be at
least acceptable without replacing
the transformer.

Reducing the Hum

Where the substitution is neces-
sary of a power transformer with
higher secondary voltages than
those used in the transformer to be
replaced, this voltage may best be
reduced by connecting a resistor in
series with the high voltage sec-
ondary center tap, and ground.
Since all the B -supply current will
then pass through this resistor, it
should have a reasonably high wat-
tage rating, depending upon the
current in the circuit and its resis-
tance value. The voltage may like-
wise be reduced by placing the re-
sistor in series with the filter input
and the rectifier output. In some re-
ceivers, where a two -section filter is
employed, by simply removing the in-
put condenser to the first section of
the filter will bring down the volt-
age without the need for a series
resistor. However, it may be neces-
sary to add this capacity to the out-
put filter capacity section to bring
the hum level down. In addition,
sometimes it will also be found

Figure 6.
This quadrupler circuit produces
four times the voltage obtainable
from the usual half -wave circuit.
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necessary to increase the capacity
in the intermediate section of the
filter circuit.

Replacing Transformers
In replacing power transformers,

care should be taken that only units
which are electrically equivalent are
substituted, unless appropriate cir-
cuit modifications, as described
above, are made. We need to know
the current ratings of each second-
ary winding and to make certain
they are not exceeded. This is par-
ticularly true of the high voltage
secondary winding, which is really
the governing factor. When the cur-
rent ratings are unknown, a rough
approximation may be arrived at
by making certain that the core di-
mensions or cross section of the sub-
stitute are at least equivalent to
those used in the original transform-
er. As stated, this is of course
only a very rough method of esti-
mating the requirement since there
are many other factors involved. It
is surprising how often transform-
ers which are manifestly inadequate
in size to handle the power load,
are substituted unwittingly with
disastrous results.

Doubler Circuits
In multi -tube receivers where no

power transformer replacement can
be obtained which will handle the
entire load, it is sometimes possi-
ble to utilize voltage -doubler circuit
operating directly from the line and
through its own small filter, to sup-
ply plate and screen voltages for all
tubes except the output power tubes.
This relieves the power transform-
er of a portion of its load and may
enable the substitution of a smaller
replacement power transformer
without the risk of overloading and
consequent rapid failure. When us-
ing such doubler circuits, if the cur-
rent drain is relatively small, it will
be found feasible to substitute re-
sistors of the order of 1,000 to 5,000
ohms for the filter choke and thus
make the power supply sufficiently
compact for incorporation in the
usual congested chassis. While the
doubler circuit of Fig. 2 shows 2
tubes and transformer, it should be
remembered that only a single tube
is required provided it has two
cathodes and two plates, brought out
separately to base pins. Also, as
mentioned previously, no transform-
er is required unless it is desired
to ground the d.c. output or to step
the voltage up more than can be ac-
complished by connecting the
doubler circuit directly to the power
line. When the load is light, this
latter should not be necessary, since
it is usually possible to get out well

Figure 7.
To obtain full -wave rectification without the use of a center -tapped
transformer the bridge circuit shown in the diagram above may be used.

over 225 volts for operation of volt-
age amplifier and similar small
tubes.

Another type of voltage doubler,
not quite so economical to make as
that shown in the circuit of Fig. 2,
is represented in the schematic of
Fig. 5. In the former circuit, note
that the two condensers are in
series, each being charged to one-
half the total voltage. But in the
circuit of Fig. 5, the total voltage
appears across both Cl and C2,
therefore capacitors for this circuit
need to have twice the voltage rat-
ing of those employed in the circuit
of Fig. 2. Just how this circuit
works is as follows : On one-half the
cycle tube (a) conducts current,
charging condenser Cl to the peak
value of the a.c. voltage. Since tubes
(a) and (b) are in series, condenser
C2 receives the same charge. On the
next half -cycle, the polarity of the
alternating voltage is reversed and
the rectifier tubes no longer are con-
ducting. However, the voltage to
which each condenser was charged
on the previous half -cycle remains,
so the actual voltage difference
across each condenser is equal to the
voltage which it attained during the
positive half -cycle plus the peak
negative voltage reached over the
other half -cycle. Thus the voltage
is doubled. An advantage over the
circuit of Fig. 2 is that in this ar-
rangement the negative output
terminal is at ground potential.

Redoubling Voltage Output
The remarkable thing about the

circuit of Fig. 5 is that it is possi-
ble to take the output of the volt-
age doubling circuit and go ahead
and redouble, just as we do in
bridge, but with more uniform suc-
cess. In Fig. 6, for example, we
have a perfectly good voltage quad-
rupler, which can produce an out-
put voltage of over 440 from a 110 -
volt a.c. source, without the use of
any transformer. The advantages

of such a circuit in forming an
emergency voltage supply in the
event a high voltage power trans-
former is unobtainable are obvious.
Although this circuit requires fair-
ly high values of capacitance when
the current drain is large, it is eco-

RECTIFIER SPEAKER
FIELD

la oist I.

Inv.
60

Figure 8.
Using a filament resistor to limit
voltage on a 25Z5 rectifier. With a
117Z6 tube this may be eliminated.

nomical when used as a power sup-
ply for voltage amplifiers, in both
r -f and a -f circuits, because then
relatively low capacity condensers
may be successfully used.

When a power transformer is at
hand with a half -wave winding, and
if we are long on tubes and short
on filter condensers, it is possible

Figure 9.
A suitable voltage doubler for use
with high-recistance speaker field.
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to use the bridge circuit for full -
wave rectification, as shown in Fig.
7. Here we get the same voltage
output at d.c. as would result if we
had 2 transformer windings of the
same voltage, or a single winding,
center -tapped, of double the voltage,
to feed a full -wave rectifier tube of
the conventional type. A useful
adaptation of this arrangement is
to use a conventional full -wave
transformer to feed this bridge rec-
tifier circuit. If, for instance, we
have a power transformer with a
high -voltage secondary of 175 volts
each side of its center tap, we may
ignore the center tap and connect
the full 350 -volt secondary across
the bridge rectifier circuit. The out-
put voltage will then be the same
as would be had if a secondary of
350 volts each side of center tap
were employed in conjunction with
a conventional full -wave rectifier
circuit.

Speaker Fields

Right now it is very hard to get
replacement speakers of the per-
manent magnet dynamic type.
One way out is to substitute an
electro-dynamic type with a special
field supply to avoid overloading the
power supply in the receiver itself.
One simple method for low -voltage,

Figure 10.
Diagram of an RCA
"Electrifier" de-
veloped for farm
battery receivers
and other radios
of similar type.

high current fields is to use the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 8. Here a sim-
ple half -wave rectifier, operating
directly from the a.c. line, provides
the energy required for field exci-
tation. The resistance R should be
about 275 ohms if a 25Z5, or other
25 -volt rectifier is. employed. If you
can get your hands on a 117Z6,
which requires no series line volt-
age dropping resistor, then R may
of course be omitted. The capacitor
Cl may be an 8-mf electrolytic. The
series resistor R1 may often be
omitted if the speaker field has a re-
sistance in excess of 750 ohms. For
lower resistance fields R1 should be
sufficient to build the circuit resis-
tance up to this value in order to
avoid overloading the rectifier tube.

For speaker fields using high -re-
sistance coils, of the order of 3000
ohms or more, the voltage -doubler
circuit of Fig. 9 will serve. Capaci-
ties of the value shown are gen-
erally more than adequate; often it
is possible to use somewhat lower
values, particularly when the speak-
er field resistance is in excess of
5000 ohms.

Substitute for Batteries
Batteries for operating portable

receivers are becoming more and
more scarce. When either an a.c.

Figure 11.
Great savings in space and weight may be effected when chokes
are replaced with resistors in the filter part of power supply.

or d.c. line source is available, the
electrifier circuit shown in Fig. 10
may be adaptable. This is the type
CV -42 Electrifier, introduced by
RCA Victor as a power supply for
the models 25BK, 25BT-2 and
25BT-3 receivers of their make.
While the value of resistance shown
in the diagram apply only to the
current drain required by receivers
of these models, other sets having
the same voltage and current re-
quirements may likewise be ener-
gized by this simple power supply.

Often, in replacing power trans-
formers, it is found that the only
type of transformer available of
equivalent rating to the one to be
replaced is larger in size and just
can't be fitted in without removing
something else. In some cases, the
"something else" may be one of the
filter chokes, increasing the filter
capacities to make up for the hum
increase due to the removal of the
choke. This, of course, can not al-
ways be successfully done; it is
often possible, though, when two -
section filters are employed. An aid
to better filtering is to make cer-
tain that the power for the outpdt
tubes is not taken off after both
sections of the filter; this amount of
filtration is seldom necessary for
output tube plate supply, because
there is no amplification after this
point and therefore a relatively
high hum level may be tolerated.
Also, the high signal level in the out-
put circuit tends to mask hum.

Resistance Filter
In many modern receivers no filter

chokes whatsoever are employed, yet
good hum filtration is secured. The
typical circuit of Fig. 11, for ex-
ample, is used successfully in one
commercial amplifier. Note that
there is very little filtration for the
output tubes; just the 16-mf con-
denser for the plates and for the
screens, only the 2000 -ohm series re-
sistor and the 8-mf condenser are
added. This partly is because in
push-pull output stages, hum tends
to become balanced out when the
tubes are accurately matched. If a
single output tube were employed,
more filtration would be necessary,
which could be accomplished by a
higher value of series resistance in
the screen circuit and by increas-
ing the capacitance in the plate sup-
ply circuit, or by taking both the
plate and screen supply voltages
from the point where the screen
supply connection is now shown.

Note that amplifying stages
where the signal level is low require
more filtration than stages where the

(Continued on page 22)
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* In the earlier lectures of this series
we saw that an electron may behave in
different ways under varying experi-
mental conditions. At times it may
act like an electrically charged parti-
cle, and at other times like a little
bunch of waves. While we do not yet
understand the actual structure which
gives rise to these wave and particle
aspects, this has not prevented us from
applying what we know about the be-
havior of electrons in important ways.

The charged particle aspect of elec-
trons has been evident since their dis-
covery, and in all their earlier appli-
cations it was this aspect which was
of importance. The wave aspect, as we

later. It was sug-
gested by De Broglie on theoretical
grounds in 1924, and was experimental-
ly verified by Davisson and Germer in
1927 and by G. P. Thomson in 1928.
These discoveries gave an impetus to
further theoretical and experimental
study, and by 1932 the new field of
electron optics had become clearly de-
fined. In its practical development this
subject has produced the important
inventions of television and the elec-
tron microscope.

The new field was so named because
of certain analogies in the behavior of
rays of light and moving electrons.
This resemblance does not arise en-
tirely from the wave aspect of the
electron. As we shall see, the particle
aspect plays at least an equally im-
portant part. In fact, in many phe-
nomena the behavior of electrons is
better described in terms of the old
corpuscular theory of light than by
the modern wave theory, but at least
superficially there are certain similari-
ties in behavior.

A beam of electrons, as we have
seen, is deflected on passing through
an electrostatic or a magnetic field in
a manner suggesting the deflection of
a ray of light passing from one me-
dium to another. Such a beam can also
be reflected from an electron mirror,
or concentrated to a focus by an elec-
tron lens. The theory of magnetic
electro-optical devices is much more
complicated than that of the electro-
 Numbers in parentheses indicate references

The understanding of this new field is
a sound foundation for television work.

PART 3. -"ELECTRON OPTICS"

static forms, and the problems involved
in their design are correspondingly
more difficult. Because of their great-
er simplicity we shall discuss first the
electrostatic forms.

We owe to Faraday the concept of
lines of force in an electric field, lines
which indicate by their direction the
direction of the resultant force on a
charged particle, and by their close-
ness the intensity of the field strength.
An additional useful concept is that of
equipotential surfaces, which are every-
where normal to the lines of force.
These lines and surfaces are sugges-
tive of the meridians and parallels in
geography, and afford a complete de-
scription of the electric field. Theo-
retically, the pattern of lines and sur-
faces resulting from any given system
of charged electrodes is capable of cal-
culation, but except in a few simple
cases the mathematical solution is quite
difficult. However, it is always possi-
ble in any case, no matter how compli-
cated, to determine the shape of the
equipotential surfaces experimentally,
'and when this is done the determina-
tion of th lines of force is simple
matter.

The apparatus for this purpose is
called an electrolytic tank (1). An en-
larged model of the electrode system
is immersed in a weak electrolytic
bath, and to these electrodes are ap-
plied potentials which are proportional
to the actual potentials in the working
system. The lines of current flow in
the electrolyte then correspond to the
lines of force in the electrostatic field.
By means of an exploring probe points
of equal potential in the liquid can be
located, between which no current
flows. This probe is kept at a given
potential, and is connected to a sensi-
tive galvanometer. Suppose the probe
is at a potential of 50 volts. When it
is at a point in the liquid where the
potential is greater or less than 50
volts the galvanometer will show a cur-
rent; but where the potential of the
liquid is equal to that of the probe the
galvanometer reading will be zero. In
this way we can trace out in the liquid
an equipotential surface of 50 volts.

Since in practice most electrode ar-

by
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rangements are symmetrical with re-
spect to a certain plane, we may ar-
range the electrode model so that this
plane coincides with the liquid surface,
and, in fact, dispense entirely with the
non -submerged half of the model. The
probe is then adjusted so that it just
touches the liquid surface. In addi-
tion, the probe may be connected to a
pantograph by means of which its mo-
tion will trace out a corresponding
line on a sheet of paper. When a suffi-
cient number of equipotential lines has
been plotted it is a simple matter to
draw lines of force intersecting these
equipotentials normally, and thus ob-
tain a complete graph of the field in
its plane of symmetry.

The next step is to determine the
trajectory of an electron moving in
this field. Here again, in most practi-
cal cases, mathematical difficulties are
serious and graphical methods of solu-
tion must be employed. Automatic ap-
paratus has been devised for this pur-
pose (2). Only in a few cases is a
mathematical solution practicable. In-
stances of such cases are those where
the lines of force are straight lines,
either parallel or radial. In the first
case the theory of balistics applies, and
in the second celestial mechanics.

There is an important point to bear
in mind in considering the trajectory
of an electron in a field of force, and

T

FIG. 1
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this is that in practice an electron will
but seldom be found moving along a
line of force. Suppose that there is a
field of straight lines, and that an
electron is placed in this field with no
initial velocity. It will start to move
along the line of force on which it hap-
pens to be located, and will travel with
an accelerated velocity. As long as the
line of force remains straight the elec-
tron will follow it; but suppose it be-
comes curved at a certain point. The
electron on reaching this point will be
urged by its inertia along the tangent
to the curve, while the field force will
try to make it follow the curve itself.
In consequence, the electron will follow
a resultant path between the curved line
of force and its tangent. For the de-
termination of this resultant graphical
methods are usually necessary.

It will be interesting to consider one
case of a trajectory which can be
mathematically handled, that of an
electron moving with uniform velocity,
which enters a field of straight parallel
lines of force. An approximation to
such a field is found between two
parallel plane electrodes at different
potentials. Such a field is represented
in Fig. 1. The lines of force are di-
rected vertically upward, and a nega-
tive electron enters the field at A with
a constant velocity v in a horizontal
direction. The field will exert a down-
ward acceleration on the electron equal
to eF/m, where e is the electronic
charge, m the electronic mass and F
the strength of the field. Taking A as
the origin of coordinates, and measur-
ing x horizontally to the right and y
vertically downward, we will have for
the distances traveled in time t,

x =vt
1 eFy = - -
2 m

Eliminating t, we obtain
1 eF xzy =
2 m v2

which is the equation of a parabola
with its vertex at the origin A. Dur-
ing the time that the electron remains
in the field it will follow a parabolic

FIG. 2

path AB, and when it leaves the field
it will continue along the tangent to
the parabola at P.

If the electron enters the field with
a velocity sloping upward as at C, or
downward as at D, its path in the
field will still be a parabola, but it will
not begin at the vertex.

Here we have an instance of what
was mentioned earlier, that the simi-
larity in behavior of light rays and
moving electrons is rather superficial.
In ordinary optics a light ray is never
deflected when it passes normally from
one medium to another, as the electron
does at point A. There is, however, a
perfect parallel between the three cases
illustrated in Fig. 1 and the path of a
projectile from a gun in the earth's
gravitational field.

We shall now consider a simple case
of an electron mirror. In Fig. 2, P is
a negatively charged plate. The lines
of force near such a plate and not too
close to the edges are straight lines
perpendicular to the plate. Suppose
that a negative electron is traveling
toward the plate at any angle with a
velocity EA. The plate will repel the
electron with a horizontal force EC.
This force may be resolved into two
components, EB in the line of motion
of the electron and ED perpendicular
to this line. EB will retard the elec-
tron and ED will deflect it. The elec-
tron will follow a curved path, the re-
tarding force continually diminishing,
and will eventually reach a point F,
where for the moment it will be mov-
ing parallel to P. At this point the re-
tarding force will be zero and the de-
flecting force a maximum. The elec-
tron will then follow the curved path
FG. Along this path an accelerating
force GH will make its appearance and
continually increase. There will be no
sharp angle of reflection, nor will the
paths of incidence and reflection be
straight lines except at a distance from
the plate, yet there is a distant re-
semblance to the reflection of light at
a plane mirror.

Suppose now that instead of a plane
electrode we have one which is con-
cave, as in Fig. 3. Near the axis of
the mirror the equipotentials and lines
of force will be as indicated in the
figure. Two electrons approaching the
mirror in parallel directions, as at A
and B, will follow curved paths con-
verging toward a focus. This focus will
not always be as sharp as is the case
with light rays. For this there are
several reasons (3). One is that as the
electrons converge their mutual repul-

sion comes into play, and this sets a
limit to the current density that can be
crowded into a focal spot of any given
area. For low current densities, where
the electrons do not follow each other
too closely, they may cross each other's
path without mutual deflection, like
traffic at an unlighted intersection' but
where the traffic is heavier the elec-
trons must turn out to get by, and
more space is needed for the cross-
over. Fortunately, the elbow room re-
quired is never so great as to interfere
seriously with practical applications of
electron focussing.
, In the construction of electron mir-

rors it is not necessary to have an
actual charged plane or concave sur-
face. If by any other spatial arrange-
ment of electrodes we can produce the
same pattern of lines of force, reflec-
tion will occur. By the use of tubular
electrodes "transparent" mirrors have
been constructed, where the reflection
takes place in empty space.

We shall now consider a simple case
of an electron lens. Fig. 4 represents
in cross section two tubular electrodes
separated by a small air gap. One of
these tubes is at a potential of 100
volts and the other is at zero potential.
The shape of the equipotentials is
shown for steps of ten volts. The whole
arrangement is symmetrical about the
axis AB. Electrons diverging from A
will be brought to a focus on the other
side of the lens, the same limit of cur-
rent density at the focus applying here
as in the case of the concave mirror.

It will be seen that in such a lens
the left and right halves operate dif-
ferently. The left half has a con-
vergent effect and the right half di-
vergent. In all practical cases, how-
ever, the convergent effect predomi-
nates. The optical analogue is a com-
bination of a convex and a concave
lens, where the convex lens predomi-
nates.

We shall now discuss the corre-
sponding magnetic forms of apparatus
used in electron optics, and it will be
well first to consider the difference in
the behavior of electrons in electric
and magnetic fields.

An electric field will always have
some effect upon an electron, whether
the latter is at rest or in motion, but
a magnetic field will not always take
notice of an electron. If an electron is
at rest in a magnetic field it will re-
main at rest; and if it is in motion
along a line of magnetic force its mo-

[Continued on page 18]
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SPRAGUE TRADING POST
A FREE Buy -Exchange -Sell Service for Radio Men
WILL SWAP -78, 6SK7, 5Y4, 56,
and 84 tubes for 25Z5, 25L6, 80, 24,
and 543. Globe Radio Service, 106-
10 New York Blvd., Jamaica, N. Y.
FOR SALE-Parts for powerful PA

amplifier, including pre -amplifier,
special mike, Kenyon transformers
and heavy RCA speaker, or will as-
semble to order. Robert E Lentz,
39 Burnet St., Maplewood, N. J.
FOR SALE - Rider's manual vol.
VII. Radio Service & Repair, E. E.
Trurnpfeller, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE OR TRADE-Models
1213 and 1612 Triplett and Su-
perior 1240 tube testers, like new.
Tests all tubes. Also model CC
Clough Brengle test oscillator, 60
Kc to 30 Mc. in good condition.
Also Rider's manuals, vols. 1 to
13 incl. like new. Want to get
Rider chanalyst, V -O -M similar
to Triplett 666H in good condi-
tion. George Reinhard, Jr.,
Unionville, Mo.

WANTED -110-V AC converter to
32-V DC; also 6 or 12-V DC con-
verter to 110-V AC. Paul Lebeda,
55.16th Ave., SW., Cedar Rapids, Ia.
ANALYZER FOR SALE-Supreme
model 333 deluxe type with adapters.
Good condition. Will consider cash
and headphones, or all cash. Make
offer. John F. MacDonald, 231 Chest-
nut St., Coatesville, Pa.
FOR SALE OR TRADE-Recording
units and PA horns. Have two 4'
and 1%' trumpet metal horns, also
2 single speed recording units; one
Webster dual speed unit, and one
dual speed unit with automatic
changer. All regular commercial
units complete with crystal playback
arms. Also have one Presto port-
able recorder, Model J5. Will make
trade and cash arrangements on any
one unit for a 5" scope and sell
others for cash. All kinds of used
test tubes, 2% and 6 -volt, 40c ea.
Accurate Radio & Recording Co.,
4551 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Ill.
FOR SALE-Parts tubes, etc. slightly
used and salvaged items. Write for
details. J. C. Thimijan, 715 N. 7th
St., Lake City, Minn.
FOR SALE-Rider manuals Nos. X,
XI, and XIII, also radio parts, used
but tested and in good condition.
Write for details, stating what you
need. Mary Wales, Radio Service
Co., Virginia Beach, Va.
WANTED-Condenser checker, also
two Crosley 'Chatterboxes. Geo. S.
Oakford, 19 Greenwich St., Hem -
stead, L. I., N. Y.
CASH OR TRADE-Will trade radio
eqpt. for automatic record changer.
E. J. Hoover, 209 N. Adams St.,
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
WANTED-the following Jackson
units: #650A condenser tester; #642

universal multimeter; #523 Oscillo-
graph; #660 dynamic signal ana-
lyzer; also Rider's manuals. Cash
waiting. Harvey Morris, c/o Vic
Hendler Co., S. E. Cor. 8th & Dia-
mond Sts., Philadelphia 22, Pa.
WANTED-One fixed crystal by-
pass condenser (.002); 2.5 MH choke
and mico tuning condenser. Myrle
Satman, RR #1, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
FOR SALE-Complete serviceman's
radio stook: CB-OMA, signal genera-
tor, filter and by-pass condensers;
Superior tube tester #1240; Triplet
V -O -M, etc. Write for list. Must
sell all in one unit. Hohn Radio
Service, Morristown, Minn.
WANTED-Communications receiver
such as Breting 12 or any older model
in good condition. Geo. Freeman, 925
Oak St., Negaunee, Mich.
WANTED-Hickok Model RFO-4
oscilloscope, model 180X or 188X sig-
nal generator, #19X microvolter; and
RCA voltohmyst, Jr. Frank Sheehy,
13456 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks,
Calif.
FOR SALE-One Jewell meter, scale
0-5 volts DC, pattern No. 53 in A-1
condition. Zero adj., dial diam. 2;4".
Ideal for foundation meter. Price
$10. R. Stone, 3500 Pine St., Eu-
reka, Calif.

FOR SALE-Four Weston meters:
One model 476 AC voltmeter with 3
scales, 0 to 3, 0-15, and 0-150; one
model 301 DC voltmeter, 1000 ohms
per volt, 3 scales 0-10, 0-100, and
0-600; one model 301 meter having
2 scales 0-125 ma. and 0-2.5 amps.
These 3 in good condition. Also
have one Weston model 301 0-1 ma.
meter that needs new pointer. Best
offer takes them. Bob Parkhurst,
Pittsford, Vt.
CONDENSER ANALYZER WANTED
-Such as Sprague or Solar. Must
be in A-1 condition. Name best cash
price. N. M. Sprague, 6205 N. Wil-
bur, Portland 11, Oregon.
WANTED-V-0-M or volt -ohm-
meter. Give price and description. A.

F. Barry, R.D. #4, Albion, Mich.
WANTED FOR CASH-Late model

tube tester, RCP preferred. Also
want 100 -watt American Beauty sol-
dering iron in good condition. Y.
Shimano, Rosebury, B.C. Canada.
RECORDING OUTFIT WANTED -
Need high quality unit only with or
without amplifier. Rob't A. Mabee, 45
N. Princeton Ave., Villa Park, Ill.

WILL TRADE-Airline 25 -watt am-
plifier with two 10" Wright Decoster
speakers in portable case, 50' speaker
cable Astatic type N-30 mike with
20' cable and floor stand for Presto
9C recording mechanism with case or
its equivalent. John Boyle, 425 N. 6th
St., Marshall, Minn.
FOR SALE OR TRADE -34 -watt am-
plifier, 6L6 push-pull, 6J7, 6C5, 6F6
driver. Sell for $25 or swap for
combination recorder, play -back unit,
or record changer. M. Horstman, 10
W. Henry Clay Ave., ,Covington, Ky.
WANTED-Wireless oscillator for
record player, also any receiver such
as EC -1, S2OR, or "Sky Buddy."
Have one 25Z5 6A8G, and EK-1000
tubes. Richard Gerber, 655 37th
St., Des Moines 12, Iowa.
TO TRADE - Will swap Popular

Mechanics metal locator complete
with new batteries and headphones,
blueprint and instructions (value
$50) for radio tube and set analyzer,
condenser tester, meters, rectifiers,
manuals, or what have you? Tohn
A. Kellogg, Box 164, Lawton, Mich.
FOR SALE-Pilot 11 -tube Model TG -

528; 5 bands, excellent condition,
original carton. Best offer takes it.
S. Stutson, Suffolk, Va.

WANTED-Automatic key Mac
oscillator; also used Echophone
receiver. Have complete set of
Coyne reference books, also
N.R.I. course for sale or trade.
Cpl. Harry W. Carlile, Hq. 92nd
Signal Bn., Radio Detachment,
Camp Maxey, Texas.

'SCOPE TO SWAP-Will trade Su-
preme 3" oscilloscope #546 for
Meissner analyst with electronic
V.M. Also have 160 -watt DC to AC
rotary converter with radio filter.
What have you? V. Iavarone, 2727
Laconia Ave., Bronx. N. Y., N. Y.
WANTED-Late model tube checker,
condenser checker, oscillograph, and
Supreme 562 audolyzer. Have 32
volt DC to 110 v. 300 watts AC
Jannette converter for sale cheap,
also Western Electric dynamic horn
P. A. units. Lester G. Poague, c/o
Electronic Sound Engineering, 7007
Nebraska Ave., Tampa, Fla.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE-Have a

Weston 547 tester and analyzer in
A-1 condition. Party making first
reasonable offer gets it. F. C. Shulick,
807 Queen St., Pottstown, Pa.

WANTED-High-grade meter,
sensitivity 2,000.20,000 ohms per
volt; full scale deflection with
from 50.500 microamps, thru
moving coil. Calibration unimpor-
tant. Needed by 3rd class radio
technician in Navy. J. B. Boult,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Box
365).

WANTED AT ONCE-AC or bat-
tery receiver tuning from about 550
kc toward 100 kc (the LONG wave
spectrum). Lewis C. Chapman, Rt.
1, Columbus, Miss.

FOR SALE: ONE OF THE BEST
STOCKED RADIO SERVICE SHOPS
IN MICHIGAN -1500 tubes (includ-
ing all scarce numbers); thousands
of resistors and condensers. Well
stocked in AF, IF, and power trans-
formers. Up-to-date high-grade equip-
ment. Streamlined servicing con-
sole and complete Rider's manuals.
Only service shop in an area cover-
ing 12,000 people. Owner is in r
health and leaving for Arizona. est
offer over 5,000 cash takes it. For
details, write to: M. K. Tanner,
1659 High St., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

CASH WAITING
for your unused parts and equipment

Going into the Army or Navy? Giving up your service work for a war
job? Or, even if you have remained in servicing work and have unused
parts and equipment lying around, you can still render a patriotic service by
advertising these for sale through the Sprague Trading Post. We'll gladly
run your ad free.

Radio equipment of all types is badly needed today-and the Trading Post
will help you dispose of it quickly. It is a golden opportunity to do your
bit in keeping radios working on the home front and, at the same time, turn
unused materials into cash, and avoid the possibility of obsolescence when the
war is won and new, up-to-the-minute equipment is again available.

YOUR AD RUN FREE!
Send in your ad today. "Equip-

ment for Sale" and "Equipment
Wanted" ads of an emergency nature
will receive first attention. Sprague
reserves the right to eliminate any
ads which do not fit in with the
spirit of this special wartime adver-

tising service. Different Trading
Post ads appear regularly in Radio
Retailing - Today, Radio Service -
Dealer, Service, Radio News, and
Radio Craft. Please do not specify
any certain magazine for your ad.
We'll run it in the first available
issue that is going to press.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO., North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS
KOOLOHM RESISTORS

Obviously, Sprague cannot assume any responsibility, or guarantee goods, services, etc., which might be exchanged through the above advertisements
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FIG. 6

tion will be unchanged. If, however,
an electron moves at an angle to the
lines of magnetic force it will be de-
flected. In this connection there is an
interesting analogy to the relation be-
tween a citizen and the government.
As long as the citizen keeps his actions
within the lines laid down by the law,
the government will take no notice of
him; but let him attempt to cut across
the lines of the law, and the govern-
ment will deflect him in a direction in
which he had not intended going.

Referring again to Fig. 1, suppose
the lines of force to be those of a uni-
form magnetic field. An electron en-
tering this field normally at A with a
constant velocity will be deflected-not
into a parabola in the plane of the
paper, but into a circle in a plane per-
pendicular to the lines of force. If the
field is a small one the electron may
get out and proceed along a tangent to
this circle; but if the field is extensive
the electron may be permanently cap-
tured and kept revolving in a circle.
The radius of this circle will be less if
the strength of the field is greater, and
will be greater if the electron moves
more rapidly, according to the follow-
ing formula:

myR -
eH

where R is the radius of the circle, e
and m the electronic charge and mass,
H the strength of the field and v the
velocity of the electron.

In electron optics, magnetic fields
are extensively used in the construc-
tion of magnetic lenses. When high
speed electrons are to be dealt with,
as is often necessary, a magnetic field
has a practical advantage over an elec-
tric field, for it may be difficult to ob-
tain an electric field intense enough to
give these rapidly moving electrons
the desired deflection without danger
of a spark discharge between the two
electrodes; but the intensity of a mag-
netic field can be increased almost
indefinitely.

The discovery of magnetic lenses was
accidental. After the discovery of elec-
trons -much experimental work was

A

S

done on the "cathode rays," as they
were then called. These experiments
often involved the measurement of the
deflection of a beam of electrons by an
electric field. For this purpose a sharp-
ly defined spot was needed on the fluo-
rescent screen at the end of the cath-
ode ray tube, and focussing of the diver-
gent beam of electrons emitted by the
cathode was necessary. The first at-
tempts in this direction made use of
diaphragms with small apertures to
cut down the beam to a nearly parallel
bundle. In 1899 E. Wiechert (4) tried
another method. He enclosed the cath-
ode ray tube in a solenoid through
which a current was passed. At that
time there was no theoretical basis as
a suggestion for this idea. It may have
been merely a "hunch" on the part of
Wiechert, but it worked. By properly
adjusting the current strength a sharp-
ly defined spot could be obtained on the
screen.

And then the accident happened. On
one occasion when the spot was out of
focus it was found, while groping for
the adjustment, that at a certain cur-
rent strength in the coil an enlarged
image of the cathode appeared on the
screen. This discovery was at once
turned to advantage, for it enabled the
operator to see whether the cathode
was in good condition, emitting elec-
trons from its whole surface. Such a
tube with its "concentration coil" was
the original ancestor of the electron
microscope.

The theory of this image formation
did not become clear until the publica-
tion of a paper by H. Busch in 1926(5),
in which he showed that any axially
symmetrical magnetic field could form
an image of the source of electrons.
The general theory of this action in-
volves some rather difficult mathe-
matics, but we can discuss the simplest
case-that of a uniform magnetic field
long enough to contain the source of
electrons and the image formed.

Referring to Fig. 5 a, suppose that
there is an electron moving with a
velocity v in a uniform magnetic field
whose lines of force are parallel to OA.
We may resolve this velocity into two
components, OA parallel to the field
and OB perpendicular to it. The com-
ponent OA will be unaffected by the
field, but the component OB will be
bent into a circle, shown in an end -on
view in b. The radius of this circle
will depend on v and on the strength
of the field H, but the time taken for
the electron to make a complete revolu-
tion will be independent of v, of 8 and
of the radius of the circle, and will be

Fie. 7

a function only of H, e and m, given
by the formula:

tat mt = - -H e
The resultant of this circular mo-

tion and the translational component
OA will be a helix, shown in Fig. 6,
drawn on the surface of an imaginary
cylinder whose axis is parallel to the
magnetic lines of force. An electron
starting from 0 will follow this helix,
and after making one complete revo-
lution will arrive at a corresponding
point C at the other end of the cylin-
der.

Suppose now that there is a diver-
gent beam of electrons emitted from
the point 0 (Fig. 5 a). Even if all
these electrons have the same velocity
v, they will have different values of 8,
and consequently different values of
the translational component OA = y,
cos e and of the perpendicular com-
ponent OB = v sin 0 ; and if the elec-
trons have different values of v these
components will differ still more wide-
ly. But since the time of revolution is
independent of v and e, all the electrons
will reach the line OC at the same in-
stant of time, but not all at the same
point, as their translational components
are different. However, for a beam of
electrons of so small an angle that cos
0 will differ inappreciably from unity,
all the OA components will be prac-
tically the same, and all the electrons
will reach the same point on OC at the
same time. In other words, a narrow
beam of electrons diverging from 0
will be brought spirally to a focus at a
common point.

Apparently this may be expected to
happen only if the magnetic field is
long enough to exert a constant effect
upon the electron from start to finish;
but Busch showed that even if the
origin of the electrons lies outside of a
short solenoid the beam will still be
brought to a focus on the other side,
as in Fig. 7. In this figure only the
initial and final parts of the electron
paths are shown; the intermediate por-
tions will not be simple helices, as the
electrons have to pass through the non-
uniform fields around the ends of the
solenoid. Experiment confirms Busch's
mathematical analysis, and the use of
short fields in magnetic lenses is com-
mon practice.

Both magnetic and electrostatic
lenses are subject to the same limita-
tion of maximum current density in the
focal area, and in addition, both classes
of lenses are affected by errors similar
to those that are found in glass lenses
-sperical aberration, lack of flatness
of field, etc. Much ingenuity has been
expended on the correction of these

(Continued on page 22)
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The Working Schematic Circuit Diagram that has helped

thousands to learn radio principles, circuits, and servicing

The RCA Dynamic Demonstrator is a complete schematic
diagram of a modern six -tube superheterodyne radio receiver;
all circuits clearly visible; all operating parts mounted in
their proper places in the circuits; the correct symbol repre-
senting each respective part in plain sight beside that part;
and the whole hook-up arranged in perfect working order.

Each Circuit Section in Different Color-Large color -

blocks differentiate each circuit section: the power section
is blue; audio frequency, green; intermediate frequency,
orange; oscillator, yellow; radio frequency, red.

Pin Jacks and Switches-At all important measuring
points there are pin jacks for instrument connections, or
insertion of jumpers. All types of part or circuit failures
can easily be simulated to facilitate effective methods
of location and correction. Other types of simulated

failure can be realistically produced by operating switches
provided on the back of the Demonstrator.

Typical Applications-A specially prepared RCA Instruc-
tion Manual is supplied to help teachers and students use
the RCA Dynamic Demonstrator to best advantage. This
instruction booklet contains many well -illustrated sugges-
tions for helpful experiments, with adequate explanations
of the nature, purpose, and significance of each experiment.

Write for Data-Alarge number of RCA Dynamic Demon-

strators are now being used in schools and colleges and for
radio instruction of the armed forces. For complete informa-
tion regarding this interesting and valuable radio teaching

aid, write to Test & Measuring Equipment Section,
Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey.

* BUY MORE WAR BONDS *

RCA TEST & MEASURING EQUIPMENT
RCA Victor Division  RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA Camden. N. J.
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Universal

Microphones

get around
-0-

UNIVERSAL microphones
really get around. They actually
go places and do things. Built
sturdy and rugged, they with-
stand climatic changes and
operate equally as well in extreme
hot and cold climates. They rep-
resent the latest in scientific
achievement and engineering de-
sign. Complete microphones, to-
gether with jacks, cords, plugs,
switches, and other integral parts
are made at the new UNIVER-
SAL plants in Inglewood, Cali-
fornia. Today, of course, their
production is devoted solely to
military items for prime and sub-
contractors, but, when tomorrow
comes, and with it a new stand-
ard of living in which voice
communication via radio and
electronics will play an extremely
important part -these same in-
struments, and many new models
as well, will once more be avail-
able through the usual radio
trade channels to a public made
even more voice communications
conscious than in pre-war days.

Available from stock, 1700U
series microphone. Single
button carbon type, push -
to -talk switch, etc. For
trainers, inter -communica-
tion and general transmit-
ter service.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD.
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

FOREIGN DIVISION, 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA
CANADIAN DIVISION, 560 KING STREET W., TORONTO 2, ONTARIO, CANADA

Solving 31, ster3.
(Continued from pope 1n)

tributor. Another fault is binding
of the selector switch gears. Fre-
quently this is due to nothing more
than need for new lubricant. With
the chassis out of the cabinet and
turned upside down, you can get at
the selector switch. The collar can be
loosened, if necessary, so that there
is not too much pressure and not a
great deal of friction, if the dialing
mechanism seems slow to respond
and sticks. The contacts can be
cleaned with carbon tetrachloride. In
taking the chassis out of the cabinet
you must first take the dial panel
off, and then remove the screws
which hold the front of the radio to
the front of the cabinet.

The most common trouble encoun-
tered seems to be the shifting of
stations automatically when noise
impulses are picked up. This is par-
ticularly apt to occur if the receiver
is used in a location where there are
overhead power lines, trolley wires or
heavy electrical machinery. In fact,
if the writer received a notice of
erratic operation and visited a cus-
tomer's home in the suburban sec-
tions of New York, etc., his first step
would be to ascertain whether or not
an overhead power line was near the
home. If a line was visible it was rea-
sonably certain that its electrical
interference was the cause of trouble.
In some cases, reducing the sensitiv-
ity by adjustment of the knob on the
rear of the chassis was sufficient to
cut down on the response to random
pulses; in others, it was necessary to
use a line filter and doublet -type an-
tenna to improve the operation of the
set (including reduction of noise).

The shifting of stations due to
noise pulses would occur, of course,
only when the receiver was set for
pushbutton tuning.

Although it is probable that not
as many of these sets were sold as
were the smaller and less compli-
cated ones, they nevertheless did en-
joy a wide distribution and there are
many of them in customers' homes
today which are not working or
working poorly simply because the
serviceman did not have the techni-
cal data on them. Working on these
receivers is valuable experience for
the electronic age to come, for these
sets represent a practical application
of electronic principles, far ahead of
their time. The same principles used
in this receiver can be employed in
industry and in the home in the
future, and will be so employed.

<<<<<< >> >> >> >> >>
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Zenith Models 6D470, -411, -413, -414,
-425, -446 and -455.

Bakelite Chassis Nos. 5659, 5660,
6553 and 5664.

See cut above

* When one of these receiver mod-
els remains "dead", look for a leaky
or shorted diode load bypass con-
denser. The remedy is to replace the
mica dielectric in the dual 100 mmf.
diode load bypass condenser as-
sembly. This component is C6 in the
complete receiver diagram repro-
duced here.

Distortion and double-talk may be
caused by a carbonized wire -wound
150 -ohm 35L6 cathode bias resistor
(Part No. 63-638) and 27 -ohm rec-
tifier protecting resistor (Part No.
63-1017). Even though both resis-
tors check OK, they should be re-
placed.

Weak reception may be caused by
low -Q i-f transformer. Check care-
fully for broken strands of the litz
wire in the i-f coil leads. Sandpaper
the ends and resolder them at their
terminals. Remember that even a
single broken strand may appreci-
ably reduce the efficiency of the litz
cable.

If jarring the set results in noisy
operation, the trouble may be due
to i-f leads touching each other or
the coil shield, or, the trouble may
be caused by a poorly grounded i-f
coil shield can. In either case, re-
move the shield can and dress the
coil leads, then resolder the shield
can in place to assure a positive
ground.

Off - calibration and mistracking
between converter and oscillator cir-
cuits, are additional faults which
may be encountered in these receiver
models, and may be caused by a
change in capacity of the 100-mmf.
oscillator grid coupling condenser.
The solution here is to remove the
leads to condenser C4; adjust its ca-
pacity to be 90- to 100-mmf., then
resolder the leads and align the re-
ceiver.

High hum level may be due to the
usual causes-leaky filter or coupl-
ing condensers.

Distortion and high pitched tweets
and hiss, may at first prove to be

baffling, but should be recognized as
symptoms of probably an open r -f
bypass condenser. This is the 500-
mmf. unit, C8 (Part No. 22-822),
and should be replaced.

If cracking and buzzing noises
disrupt reception, look for a leaky
filter condenser. Change this com-
ponent (Part No. 22-835) even
though it tests OK.

A high-level line hum ordinarily
can be attributed to the a.c. line be-
ing coupled into the 1st -audio grid
circuit. The remedy is to shield the
brown lead between diode load by-

and the B- end of
the volume control. Connect shield
to B-.
Zenith Model 5G407, 5C441, and 50461,

Chassis #5537
See cut below

* This is an a.c.-d.c. and 6V. re-
ceiver, with resistive filtering in-
stead of the more common inductive
or choke coupling, and in some in-
stances a high hum level on a.c. may
be encountered. This is due to in-
sufficient filtering, and is readily
corrected by adding the condenser,
C-13, shown enclosed by dotted lines
in the illustration. An electrolytic
condenser of 20 to 40 mf., 25v., may
be used, connected from A+ to
ground.

««««« >>>> >> >>>>
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signal level is high, or where there
is relatively little amplification fol-
lowing. Thus, the maximum filtra-
tion in the circuit of Fig. 11 is
for the first amplifying stage where
we know any remaining hum is go-
ing to be amplified by succeeding
stages along with the relatively weak
signal. As we progress from stage
to stage, the need for such complete
filtration becomes less, so fewer fil-
tering stages are required. In this

way, it becomes possible to make an
effective power supply filter circuit
without the use of any chokes.

Substitution of resistors for
chokes in some power supplies may
cause motor -boating. This may
usually be overcome by increasing
the filter capacity, reducing the
value of resistance used, or both.

>> >> >> >> >>

"MICRO TOPICS"
Every two weeks the staff of Uni-

versal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal.,
publishes a newsy house organ called
"Micro Topics." The latest issue shows
that employees have recently purchased
nearly $11,000 worth of War Bonds
and over $1,750 worth of War Stamps.

Meissner
REPLACEMENT PARTS

a

Your Meissner distributor will advise you on the
Meissner replacement parts now available...while keep-
ing our facilities devoted to the manufacture of vital
electronic parts for war needs we have been doing our
utmost to keep a replacement parts stock in the hands of
Meissner distributors . . . a service which we, here at
Meissner, are doing to help keep 'em playing.

See your Meissner distributor today . . . he will tell you
just what parts are available now.

MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS

"PRECISION -BUILT ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS"

Electron Optics
(Continued from page 18)
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errors, but only .a beginning has been
made. As Klemperer says: "The elec-
tron optical researches of the next few
years wil have to pass through a labor-
ious phase similar to that which oc-
curred with glass optics. The way of
progress will lie in the direction of
analysing lens errors and of design-
ing lens systems as free as possible
from all those errors which are found
most disturbing in practice."

Here we have an illustration of what
was said in our last lecture-that the
practical development of electronics is
nearing a point where all the easy
things will have been done, and that
beyond this point future progress will
be made chiefly by those who have a
good knowledge of fundamental theory
and a sufficient familiarity with the
mathematical tools which these fun-
damental principles require for their
development. Difficult as this theory is,
the practical applications which it has
already created have fully justified the
attention that has been given to it, and
there are undoubtedly many more such
applications remaining to be discov-
ered. We shall now discuss some of the
important applications that have al-
ready been made.

The most prominent of these is the
electron microscope. You may have
seen pictures of this instrument -a
large piece of apparatus, taller and
heavier than its operator, and there
comes at once to mind a comparison
with the ordinary microscope, which
can be carried about in a satchel, and
which can be obtained for a fraction
of the cost of the electron microscope.
The question naturally arises, what
advantage has the electron microscope
to offer to offset these inconveniences
of size and expense? Is the electron
microscope merely an overgrown scien-
tific curiosity?

By no means. The great advantage
of the electron microscope is that it
possesses a resolving power at least
fifty times as great as that of the best
light microscope. By resolving power
we do not mean magnifying power. As
the magnifying power of an ordinary
microscope is increased there comes a
point where, with a further increase in
magnifying power, there is no finer
detail perceptible. This limit is set,
not by the construction of the micro-
scope, but by the wave length of the
light used. If we were making a mosaic
picture in stained glass containing a
life size representation of a human
fate, and had available as working
material only pieces of glass an inch
square, we would find it necessary, in
order to obtain good detail in the pic-
ture, to break up these glass units into
much smaller pieces.

And so it is with an image formed
by light waves. The average length
of a wave of visible light is about half
a thousandth of a millimeter, and it is
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this which sets a limit to the fineness
of detail obtainable. However, in the
ultra violet region of the spectrum
there are waves of about half this size.
The image produced by these waves
can be recorded photographically, and
the ultra violet microscope possesses
a resolving power about double that of
an ordinary microscope.

Now X-rays are known to be waves
of still shorter length, some of them
less than one thousandth that of visible
light, and these rays will also affect a
photographic plate. The question natu-
rally arises whether a microscope could
not be constructed to use these rays
and give a much higher resolving pow-
er. Unfortunately, no one has as yet
been able to construct a lens which will
focus these rays, nor to indicate theo-
retically how this could be done.

Here comes in the practical applica-
tion of the wave aspect of the electron.
Under ordinary conditions, the wave
length connected with the electron may
be even smaller than that of X-rays
and, as we have just seen, it is possible
to focus these electronic waves and
produce images of their source. More-
over, such an image can either be
photOgraphed or made directly visible
to the eye by means of a fluorescent
screen. These two possibilities of lens
construction and image recording make
the electron microscope practicable.

When an electron behaves like a little
bunch of waves, experiments such as
those of G. P. Thomson tell us that
their wave length varies inversely as
the velocity with which the electron
is moving. The wave length X is given
by the formula

)1/4 =
mv

where v is the velocity of the electron,
in its mass and h is Planck's constant
of action, which is equal to 6.59 x 10'
erg seconds. When electrons have such
velocities as commonly occur in prac-
tice, their wave length may be very
small. For instance, electrons which
have been accelerated by a 60 KV field
will have a wave length of the order
of one hundred thousandth of that of
yellow light. Theoretically, this would
give a resolving power many times
greater than can be obtained with light,
but the existing errors of the best elec-
tron lenses that have as yet been con-
structed (especially spherical aberra-
tion) make it impracticable to obtain
more than about fifty times the resolv-
ing power of a light microscope. This,
however, is a great advance; but when
we learn how to correct these errors as
perfectly as we have learned how to
correct glass lenses, there will be an
extensive region of discovery open to
us.

The electron microscope in its struc-
ture follows closely the pattern of the
ordinary light microscope. In the lat-
ter, the object is illuminated by trans-
mitted light; in the electron microscope,
by transmitted electrons. The object is
usually of such small dimensions (of
bacterial size) as to be sufficiently

DyNAMOTORS

CONVERTERS

GENERATORS

 D C MOTORS

 POWER PLANTS

GEN-E-MOTORS

Jim and His Fellow Workers are ON THE JOB!
They've pledged themselves to make your present Pincor equipment
last for the duration. That's a big job but these men can do it. They
must do it to insure that all new Pincor Products find their way to
the fighting front. Pincer's number one job right now is to supply
fighting men with tools of battle. lim and men like him make it
possible for us to do this on an all-out war production basis. He'll take
care of the home front while our plants supply the fighting front.
Bring your problems to him-but please bring only PINCOR
problems: there just aren't enough hours in the day to take care of
any others.

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS EXPORT ADDRESS:

25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK CITY

BUY WAR BONDS
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lenses, of either the electrostatic or the
magnetic type, analogous in arrange-
ment and function to the objective and
the eyes piece of an ordinary micro-
scope. The image is formed either on
a fluorescent screen or on a photo-
graphic plate, which takes the place of
the retina of the eye. The whole ar-
rangement operates in a vacuum of
about 10' mm of mercury.

The electron microscope has recently
been applied in metallurgy for the ex-
amination of the microscopic structure
of an etched surface of metal, which
may itself act as the cathode. This
field is quite new and in an elementary
stage of development.

transparent to the electrons. The
mounting of the object, however, re-
quires special attention. The electrons
will not penetrate an ordinary glass
slide, and the usual practice is to mount
the object on an extremely thin cellu-
lose film, about a millionth of a centi-
meter thick, made by spreading a very
small drop of a solution of cellulose on
water and allowing the solvent to evap-
orate. This thin film is supported on
a fine wire mesh screen. The objects
to be examined are suspended in water
and a small drop of the suspension
placed on the film.

The electron shadow picture of the
object is then passed through electron

WHEN THE LIGHTS

COME ON AGAR

AUDIOGRAPH
THE FIRST NAME IN SOUND

When sports are again "big news," Audiograph will add
immeasurable pleasure by its intelligible interpretation of
every play. Audiograph, for sound amplification-a necessity
of the future-bears a name already honored. It is destined
to increase your sales in a field of expanding importance.

111-12 EirALT=1-11-

It may now be seen that the electron
microscope depends for its action on
two rather abstruse and as yet imper-
fectly understood points in electron
theory-the wave and particle aspects
of the electron. The focussing of the
electrons and the formation of the
image depend upon the charged particle
aspect, and the great increase in re-
solving power is due to the wave aspect.

Another important application of
electron optics is found in television.
In current practice, an image of the
object to be transmitted is projected
optically on a flat surface consisting
of a mosaic of tiny photo -electric cells,
called an iconoscope (6). This mosaic
is made by spattering one surface of a
sheet of mica with microscopic par-
ticles of silver, and covering the other
face with a thin sheet of metal. This
arrangement is then equivalent to a
capacitor with one electrode continuous
and the other discontinuous. When an
optical image is projected on the silver
coated surface the metallic particles
emit negative electrons and become
positively charged to an extent propor-
tional to the intensity of the light and
shade at the different points of the
image. This mosaic of charged par-
ticles is now scanned by a beam of
negative electrons brought to a sharp
focus. As each positively charged par-
ticle of silver is reached by the scan-
ning beam it absorbs enough negative
electrons to neutralize its charge, and
a small pulse of current flows out of
the mosaic capacitor. As the whole
picture is scanned, there will be a rapid
succession of pulses of current of vary-
ing strength, proportional to the light
and shade at the different points of the
picture. This series of pulses is trans-
mitted via radio to the receiving sta-
tion.

At the receiving station there is an-
other scanning beam of electrons which
sweeps over a fluorescent screen. The
oscillations of this beam must be per-
fectly synchronous with those of the
tranmitting beam. This is accom-
plished by radio control over a sepa-
rate channel from that which trans-
mits the picture. The picture is re-
produced on the receiving screen by
varying the current intensity in the
receiving beam, This is produced by
grid control, the received pulsating pic-
ture voltage being applied to the grid.

As may readily be seen, perfection
of detail in the transmitted picture de-
pends on the sharpness of focus of the
transmitting and receiving beams. The
size of the silver particles in the mosaic
of the transmitter can at present be
made much smaller than the focal spot
of the electron beam. A high degree
of perfection in the electron lens is
therefore required. In addition, atten-
tion must be given to the constancy of
the accelerating voltage applied to the
electrons in the receiving and trans-
mitting beams. A change in this volt-
age will alter the speed of the elec-
trons, and this will produce a corre-
sponding change in their wave length,
or, to use an optical analogy, their
"color." And just as in a glass lens
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we may have chromatic aberration, so
in an electron lens different wave
lengths will be differently refracted,
and the focal length will change. What
is needed is an achromatic electron
lens, but this problem has not yet been
satisfactorily solved.

The corresponding problem in glass
optics was one which offered much dif-
ficulty in earlier days. Newton himself,
after much study and experiment, gave
up the problem of constructing an
achromatic lens as impossible, and side-
stepped the difficulty by using a con-
cave mirror instead of a convex lens
when he constructed the first reflecting
telescope. The first achromatic lens
was not produced until thirty years
after Newton's death. A similar resort
to electron mirrors is not likely to af-
ford a perfect solution of the present
problem.

By referring to Fig. 3 it will be seen
that the reflection of an electron is
really deflection, or continued refrac-
tion, which will depend to a certain
extent on the speed of the electron. A
certain amount of chromatic aberration
is therefore to be expected with an
electron mirror - another case of a
breakdown in analogy between ordinary
and electron optics.

The field of electron optics, as we
have seen, though but recently devel-
oped has made surprising advances;
yet what has been accomplished is but
a small fraction of what this new field
will open up to us when it is developed
and perfected to the same extent as
ordinary optics. In this connection
there is a historical parallel of interest.

Prior to the invention of the tele-
scope, considerable information about
the heavenly bodies had been accumu-
lated, but this knowledge was confined
to their positions and motions. The
ancients knew how to predict eclipses,
but to them stars and planets were
merely points of light. They knew how
these points moved, but of their ulti-
mate nature they knew nothing. The
telescope showed us the spots on the
sun, the mountains on the moon, the
canals on Mars, the rings of Saturn
and the numerous satellites of the
planets. In addition, the invention of
the spectroscope has enabled us to do
what the French philosopher Comte
had declared to be utterly and forever
impossible-to determine the chemical
composition of the stars.

In our present knowledge of mole-
cules, atoms and electrons we stand
today much where astronomy stood be-
fore the invention of the telescope. We
know a good deal about the motions
and behavior of these bodies, but as to
their ultimate structure we have yet
much to learn. Bohr's "solar system
atom" has had its day and ceased to
be; Schrodinger's wave atom must
eventually be replaced by a better
guess; and of the ultimate nature of
electrons we know almost nothing. Yet
we stand today but a comparatively
short step from an increase in our
knowledge that will doubtless far ex-
ceed that brought about by the tele-
scope.

The diameter of a molecule is of the
order of 10-8 cm. The smallest detail
visible in an ordinary microscope is
about 2 x 10' cm, 2000 times the diam-
eter of a molecule, and as we have seen,
there is no hope of increasing the re-
solving power of this instrument. The
electron microscope, imperfect as are
its lenses, can detect detail as small as
4 x 10' cm, fifty times smaller than
can be seen in an ordinary microscope
and only forty times as large as a
molecule!

And there is plenty of room for im-
provement. The waves used in the elec-
tron microscope are a hundred thou-
sand times smaller than those used

in the ordinary microscope, and theo-
retically, with equally perfect lenses,
this should enable us to obtain a re-
solving power at least ten thousand
times greater; but the best that we can
do is fifty times, and we need only two
thousand to see a molecule!

(1)
(2)

(3)
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Rider Manuals and Rider Books offer
you help that works as long and as
hard as you do. What's more this help
does not need training-and will stick
with you the rest of your life.

Rider Manuals reduce to a mini-
mum the time required to trace the
circuit in any domestic receiver and
furnish you with the servicing infor-
mation you need to operate with ut-
most efficiency.

Rider Booksshow you how to speed
servicing work by explaining the latest
in time -saving techniques.

That's why throughout the world
these books are making it possible for
fewer civilian servicemen to produce
more radio repair work.

When you need more help, compe-
tent dependable help, remember
Rider Manuals and Rider Books. They
are ready to provide you with the ex-
tra help you need-"The Extra Hand"
you must have if you are to "Keep
'em playing."

HERE'S HELP

THAT'S ALWAYS

ON THE JOB!

RIDER MANUALS
Volumes XIII to VII $11.00 each
Volumes VI to III ....... 8.25 each
Volumes I to V. Abridged .§12.50
Automatic Record Changers and Recorders 6.00

OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
The Cathode Ray Tube at Work

Accepted authority on subject $3.00
Frequency Modulation

Gives principles of FM radio 1.50
Servicing by Signal Tracing

Basic Method of radio servicing 3.00
The Meter at Work

An elementary text on meters 1.50
The Oscillator at Work

How to use. test and repair 2.00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters

Both theory and practice 2.00
Automatic Frequency Control Systems

-also automatic tuning s3stems 1.25
A -C Calculation Charts

Two to live times as fast as slide rule.
More fool -proof. 160 paces. 2 colors 7.50

Hour-A.Day-with-Rider Series-
On "Alternating Currents in Radio Receivers"
-On "Resonance & Alignment"-On "Auto-
matic Volume Control"-On "D -C Voltage
Di.tribution" 90c each

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.

404 Fourth Ave.  New York City
Export Division: Rocke-Intemational Electric Corp.
13 East 40th St.. New York City. Cable: ABBAS

RIDER MANUALS
GIVE YOU THE HELP YOU NEED!

V,
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TODAY in WAR ... TOMORROW in PEACE

NOW 4NENM8 anti MOUNTS

Brach Marine Antennas and Mounts are now manufactured
100% for the service of Uncle Sam's amphibian tanks, PT
boats, etc. But with the dawn of Victory we shall be ready
and able to utilize our enhanced experience and wartime
"know how" in supplying the civilian requirements for
antenna equipment for ship -to -shore communication.

L. S. BRACH MFG. CORP.
World's Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Radio Antennas and Accessories

55-65 DICKERSON STREET NEWARK N. J.

FA DA
FACTORY

SERVICE DEPT.
OFFERS you a completely
equipped service organization to
handle your repairs on Fada
and all other make radios

FAD.% OF NEW YORK
928 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Tel.: GRamercy 7-0951-2-0980

LARGE STOCK OF REPLACE-
MENT PARTS AND CABINETS

ALWAYS ON HAND

DU MONT APPLIES FOR WASHINGTON
TELEVISION LICENSE

Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.,
with offices, laboratories and plants in
Passaic, N. J., has just filed with the
Federal Communications Commission a
request for the reinstatement of the
application of a commercial television
station, to employ Du Mont -built equip-
ment, for Washington, D. C. The station
will operate on Channel 1 or 50,000 to
56,000 kilocycles.

Already the Du Mont organization is
operating a New York television station,
W2XWV, at 515 Madison Avenue, on
a scheduled program basis. Each Sun-
day evening, from 8:30 until almost
10:00, this station is on the air with

a program of genuine entertainment
and enlightenment. In addition and
more recently, W2XWV on Wesdnes-
day evenings is on the air with strictly
experimental programs aimed at de-
veloping the sponsored program or tele-
cast advertising technique for future
commercialized television. Leading ad-
vertisers, advertising agencies and
broadcasters interested in post-war tele-
casting, are taking part in these ex-
perimental activities.

MAGNETIC WIRE RECORDER

A new device being built by the G -E
Company. One model, a nine -pound
recording field unit is operated by bat-
teries. The other model, a combination
unit, has built-in recording, playback,
and instantaneous erasure features.

Sixty-six minutes of continuous
speech and sound can be recorded mag-
netically on 11,500 feet of hair -like
steel wire on a spool no larger than
the ordinary doughnut in the recorder.
The sound and speech can be "wiped"
off the wire magnetically without any
wearout. 100,000 reproductions have
failed to alter the quality of the wire.

*
ERCO DEVELOPS RESONANCE METER

Resonance Meter type MW -60, has
been developed by Erco Radio Labora-
tories, Inc., Hempstead, N. Y. This
sensitive indicator provides convenient,
accurate means of determining reson-
ance in oscillators and transmitters;
standing wave ratios, transmission
lines, antenna systems, tank circuits,
coupling devices, and modulation in-
dication.

Ruggedly constructed, it is ideal for
resonance measurement of transmitting
equipment in the field and laboratory,
such as : absolute altimeters, blind
landing markers, glide path markers,
airport traffic control, weather tele-
type, and broadcast relay circuits.

*
METAL -CASED MICA CAPACITOR

ALTERNATES

Ultra -small oil -impregnated oil -
filled capacitors for use in assemblies
where both space and weight are at
absolute minimum, are now announced
by Aerovox Corporation, New Bedford,
Mass. Originally designed as metal -
cased alternates for mica capacitors,
these Type 38 oil tubulars are now be-
ing used for newly -designed equipment.

Metal case is capped by double-rub-
ber-bakelite terminal insulator assem-
bly, and units are available with both
terminals insulated or with one termi-
nal grounded to the case. Pigtail ter-
minals. Normally supplied without
outer sleeve but can be had with in-
sulating jacket adding 1/16" to dia. and
length. Sizes : 1 and 1 3/16" long, 5/16
and 7/16" dia. Castor (Hyvol) or min-
eral oil impregnant and fill. Ratings:
300 to 800 v., d.c.w.; capacities from
.001- to .01-mf.
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G. E. UPS KAAR & NEVIN
Messrs. I. J. Kaar and G. W. Nevin

have been appointed managers of the
Receiver and Tube divisions, respec-
tively, of General Electric's Electronics
Department, it has been announced by
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president in
charge of the department. The Re-
ceiver division is located at the com-
pany's Bridgeport, Conn., works, while
the headquarters of the Tube division
are located in Schenectady, with manu-
facturing plants in four cities.

HIGH SENSITIVITY IRON CORES

For applications calling for Iron
Cores having high unit resistivity, the
Electronic Components Division of the
Stackpole Carbon Company, St. Marys,
Penna., offers a special core material
showing resistance of practically in-
finity. This is recommended for appli-
cations where a resistance of 150 meg-
ohms or greater is required, and where
voltages do not exceed the breakdown
value.

This high resistivity material reduces
leakage currents and their resultant
noise troubles. Possibilities of voltage
breakdown between coils and cores are
also reduced. In applications using cup
cores, the high resistivity core material
avoids the necessity for heavy insula-
tion on lead wires.

*
NEW TWO -TERMINAL CAPACITOR
Already a highly popular type of oil

capacitor, because of its handy inverted
screw mounting and compact dimen-
sions, the Aerovox Type 10 is now fur-
ther improved by the new doublestermi-
nal feature. Heretofore this capacitor
has had a single insulated terminal
and grounded can.

The new double -terminal lugs are in-
sulated from the "floating" can and no
insulating washer is required. These
capacitors, available on high priorities
only, are oil filled, rated up to 4.0 mfd.
at 600 v.d.c. and to .5 mfd. at 1500
v.d.c.

POST WAR PLANS

Jack Geartner, Assistant Sales Mana-
ger of Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. has just completed a tour of
several thousand miles, contacting dis-
tributors and dealers in key centers in
connection with post-war research and
planning.

"It is highly significant," stated Mr.
Geartner, "that table model radios are
nowhere to be found, yet in some areas
console sets are still in stock by many
dealers, despite the abnormal shortage
of receivers that has prevailed for
many months."

Very noticeable, too, according to Mr.
Geartner, was the great optimism of
the trade who anticipate a remarkable
post-war business on radio. Distribut-
ing organizations, by and large, have
been kept fairly intact, prepared for
"R" day-the day when civilian Radios
are again available.

Only the industry and the military know the war -
story of "shorter wave -lengths or higher frequen-
cies" and the precision thinking and disciplined
imagination going into the use -development of the
fundamental electric charge of the universe

For these purposes Ken-Rad makes radio and elec-
tron tubes Total production now goes to shorten
the war The experience thus gained will be avail-
able for commercial utilization as soon as possible

KEN-RAD
TRANSMITTING TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES

INCANDESCENT LAMPS METAL AND VHF TUBES
FLUORESCENT LAMPS SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

OWENSBORO KENTUCKY U S A

STANCOR
Victory Model

CHOKES

TRANSFORMERS
and

are NOW AVAILABLE!

SEE YOUR

STANCOR JOBBER OR SEND FOR
THIS ILLUSTRATIVE FOLDER NOW!

No priorities are necessary to buy Stancor Victory
Model Transformers-the L-265 Certification, is
the only requisite. Sensl for full information today.

Write for Stancor Victory Model Folder No 302-B

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500 N. HALSTED STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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FLEXIBLE

FLEXIBILITY in application is one
of the many features of the new
General Electric SERVICE TESTING
EQUIPMENT. You are given a wide
choice of portable, compact appa-
ratus-direct from the famous G -E
electronic laboratories-designed for
accurate, rapid maintenance and
testing work by radio service men,
service dealers and others.

The units include: G -E unimeters,
tube checkers, audio oscillators, os-
cilloscopes, condenser resistance
bridges, signal generators and other
utility instruments for testing radio
electronic circuits and component
parts.

These sturdy, dependable units
are now in production principally
for the Armed Forces. But they may
be purchased on a priority if you are
engaged in war work. After the war,
of course, the full line will again be
available to everybody. . . . Elec-
tronics Department, General
Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

FREE
CATALOG

ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady. N. Y.
Please send, without obligation to
me, the General Electric Testing
Instrument Catalog, D-1 (loose-
leaf), for my information and files.
Name
Address
Company

GENERAL ELECTRIC
177 83

Electronic Measuring Instruments

SUN RADIO CHANGES NAME
The Sun Radio Co., of 212 Fulton

Street, New York City 7, has modern-
ized its name and will henceforth be
known as the Sun Radio & Electronics
Co.

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co., of
Chicago, offers "Flashtron", an elec-
tronic unit to afford improved per-
formance in many types of automatic
control setups. Flashtron is not in
itself a control system, but may be con-
sidered a sort of "buffer" control ele-
ment operating between the primary
sensitive element and the power operat-
ing control element. It requires
negligible power for actuation.

Using no relays in its makeup,
Flashtron is silent in operation, hence
especially advantageous where noise -
free applications are required. Full
particulars may be had by writing 'to
Thordarson.

*
NEW INDICATOR LAMP

G -E announces a small molded plas-
tic indicator lamp with a lock -on cap
which cannot be shaken loose and will
not "freeze" to the base. As many as
five circuits can be identified on one
panel by the use of five different color
caps-amber, red, green, white and
blue. The lamp is supplied ready for
mounting.

Applications include radio trans-
mitters, and any other equipment or
control device where a glow lamp is
needed to show that the device or cir-
cuit is on or off.

PHILCO DIVIDEND

The Board of Directors of Philco
Corp. declared a dividend of twenty
cents (20c) per share of common stock
payable September 13, 1943, to stock-
holders of record August 28, 1943. Pre-
vious dividend payments this year were
fifteen cents (15c) per share on March
12th and twenty cents (20c) per share
on June 12th.

WANTED
For the

PHILCO
ENGINEERING

STAFF
 RADIO TECHNICIANS

I lain operators and radio service
men familiar wit li test equipment.

 RADIO- ELECTRONICS -ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

Men with degrees in electrical
engineering or comparable experi-
ence in radio and television.

 MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Men with college degrees or com-
parable experience in the engineer-
ing aspects of electrical appliances,
and in designing small machinery.

 DESIGN ENGINEERS - DRAFTSMEN
\len with experience in mechanical
designing, especially of small metal
parts and of the automatic ma-
chinery to mass-produce them.

 MODEL MAKERS
First class precision workers and
all-round mechanics capable of
starting with blueprints, making
the parts required and assembling
the finished models.

WE expect the men who qual-
ify for these positions to

become permanent members of
our staff and take an important
part in our post-war program.
To maintain the Philco tradition
of progressive research and devel-
opment, is first and foremost in
our minds. In such an atmosphere
of encouragement most engineers
find they do their best work. To
aid them, we provide the finest of
technical equipment. But often.
even more helpful is the inspira-
tion and personal assistance they
gain here at Philco in working
with men who have done so much
for the advancement of Radio,
Television, Refrigeration and Air -
Conditioning.

WRITE US TODAY
Qualified men not now engaged in
work requiring their full talents, are
invited to write us in detail as to their
experience, education, family and draft
status, and salary. Letters will be
treated in strict confidence.

Hiring subject to local W. M. C. rulings.

WRITE TO MR. GEORGE DALE

PHILCO
CORPORATION

Philadelphia 34, Penna.
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In and Around The Trade
(Continued from page 5)

AnosExassejliewmorrintiftwoupcjipownsillp

consultation with Radio and Radar Di-
vision, decided that in the future, prob-
ably beginning December 1, the Mica -
Graphite Division will undertake to pro-
vide only sufficient mica, of the present-
ly accepted condenser qualities, to
maintain consumption at what has been
the average rate of consumption for
the first nine months this year. Such
quantity of mica of presently accepted
condenser quality (good stained and
better) will be released to each capaci-
tor manufacturer or his supplier as
will allow him to maintain his average
monthly consumption for the first nine
months of 1943.

The limitation of mica allocation is
to apply only to block of good stained
quality or better and film of second
quality or better. On lower qualities
of block and film, there will be no re-
striction on allocation. The capacitor
manufacturers will have their choice of
restricting their production to the num-
ber of condensers they can make from
their allocations of the usually accepted
capacitor qualities of mica, or using
lower qualities of mica to expand their
production. This policy should encour-
age a greatly increased use of lower
qualities of mica for capacitors.

Emerson Develops
Hot Raider Receiver

Now, with both hands and arms free
to do their jobs, American Raider
troops and paratroopers are equipped
with "Raider" radio receivers over
which they get their orders for action.
The remarkable little development, pro-
duced by Emerson Radio and Phono-
graph Corporation, is another of the
long list of Axis troubles being turned
out in ever increasing volume by that
company.

The receiver and battery of the
"Raider" are contained in a small kit,
the straps of which are slung over the
shoulders and the set carried on the
marine's chest. The earphones are
built into a fabric cap and fitted into the
metal helmet. The helmet acts as the
antenna.

Unlike most receiving equipment
used by our armed forces, this com-
pact Emerson product is virtually in-
visible and is an added safeguard to its
operator in that it does not distinguish
him from his regular marine compan-
ions. Furthermore, its construction
makes it proof against harm to the
equipment that is usual in immersion,
storm, shock, heat, cold-to which the
raider must submit himself and his
equipment.

Ghirardi Sells Out
To Farrar & Rinehart

After 12 Long Years
After twelve highly successful years

in the Radio book publishing business
Alfred A. Ghirardi, internationally
known author of some of the most high-
ly regarded and widely used texts on
radio theory, maintenance and repair,
announces the purchase of his Radio &
Technical Publishing Company by Far-
rar & Rinehart, Inc., Publishers, of 232
Madison Avenue, New York City, whose
subsidiary the new Radio & Technical

 Steatite Insulators
 Ceramic Trimmers
 High Frequency

Circuit Switches
 Volume Controls
 Ceramic Capacitors
 Wire Wound Controls
 Sound Projection

Controls Div. of Globe -Union Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Moving Soon?
Notify RADIO SERVICE -DEALER'S circulation department at 132 West 43rd
Street, New York, 18. N. Y. of your new address 2 or 3 weeks before you
move. The Post Office Department does not forward magazines sent to a
wrong address unless you pay additional postage. We cannot duplicate
copies mailed to your old address. Thank You!

Division of Murray Hill Books, Inc.
will continue to publish the present
"Ghirardi" radio books as well as new
ones that he will now have time to
write.

This merger is the outcome of care-
ful study and the realization that the
new setup can render a service in the
radio -electronic publication field that
neither company alone could offer. Re-
lieved from the exactions and many
production and administrative details
of running an ever-expanding publish-
ing business, Mr. Ghirardi will now be
able to devote all of his time and ener-
gies to the writing of new books for
the radio -electronic field, which lack of
time has hitherto prohibited. He will
also continue in close touch with the
editorial phase of the business in his
new post as Editorial Consultant in the
field of Electronics for Farrar & Rine-
hart, who plan to greatly expand their
business in the radio -electronic book
field.

BUY WAR BONDS-
THEN BUY MORE BONDS

RADIO RECEIVER KIT
A 5 -tube kit which permits progres-

sive study of basic receiver subjects
such as rectification, filtering, detec-
tion, r -f, i-f and a -f amplifications has
been developed by Allied Radio Corp.
of 833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
The kit consists of all necessary parts,
wire, hardware, solder, tubes, and
speaker for the construction of a 5 -tube
a.c.-d.c. superhet receiver of advanced
up-to-the-minute design.

SAFETY DOOR INTERLOCK SWITCH
Designed by G -E as an emergency

device to interrupt control circuits
where access doors are opened when
the power is on. It has a carrying ca-
pacity of 10 amp., 110 or 220 volts
a.c. or d.c. and an emergency opening
capacity of a.c. 7% amp., 110 or 220
volts; d.c. on low inductive circuits, 5
amp., 125 volts; 2% amp., 250 volts.

Application covers a wide range
where doors, windows or covers must
be interlocked for the protection of the
equipment and safety of the personnel.
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Hallicrafters has the honor of being the first exclusive
radio manufacturer to receive the Army -Navy !Production
Award for the third time! This third award adds a second
White Star tc Ha lizrafters' flag- ind stands as a symbol of

their great contribution to the cause c -f freedom.

hallicrafters The w'orld's torger Exclusive Manufactta-sr of

Short Wave Radio '_7.corirriunications Equia-nent

yes ah ea fill'

THERE is today bnt one goal toward which all
eyes are turned . . . all energies disected. That

goal is victory. Vain this has beef cntained . . .

raclo cnd phonograph parts mxnufacturers wi:1 be faced with
new xar,:ets and new demaads ... demands :lint Astatic will
supply with new products iaccrparaiing advanced engineering
acoraplishments now being zraated and utilizac is the menu-
fa=u-e at wartime necessities. Astatic facilities are today en-
gaged in manufacturing foRcrcph3nes and Redo Cable Con-
nedo-s foe wartime use and egnip:nent.

IMO

THE ASIATIC CORPORATION
YOIIIIISTCWN, OHIO

Doing Favors

Pays Dividends
by Stephen Porter Lathrope

* There doesn't seem to be any con-
nection between a dealer in radios
and the collection of gas and electric
bills, but J. W. Schroeder, owner of
the Helshro Furniture and Appli-
ance Store, located at 435 N. Broad
Street, New Orleans, La., has made
the collection of utility bills his busi-
ness with beneficial results.

The Helshro store is located in one
of the outlying neighborhoods of
New Orleans, somewhat removed
from the offices of the Public Serv-
ice. In order to be of service to the
people, and prospective customers
living in his section, Mr. Schroeder
made arrangements with the local
utility whereby he would be allowed
to collect gas and electric bill pay-
ments due. Just how well received
was the novel idea may be gleaned
from this fact: frequently as much
as $2000 is collected in a single day,
with dozens of families made happy
by the free service obtained.

As might be expected, the people
who receive favors from Mr. Schroe-
der show their appreciation in a
tangible manner. They favor the
Helshro store whenever in need of
any commodity it handles.

Perceiving that "you get when
you give," Mr. Schroeder has gone
one step further. He applied for and
obtained an American Express
Money -Order agency franchise. Now
he not only sells money -orders, but
he also cashes them, and gets to
know more intimately his clientele.

When interviewed recently, Mr.
Schroeder admitted that Helshro's
store had, at the time, exactly 703
radio repair jobs in the shop. Retail
sales were breaking records too, al-
though stocks of many items are at
a dangerously low point. Summar-
ized, it would seem that both the
gas and electric bill collecting-and
the money -order sales agency stunts
were cooperative, appreciated, and
worthwhile.

<<<<<<<< >>

WANTED FOR CASH!
Photographs of radio and electrical
appliance retailing establishments
wanted. Interior and outside views-
also musical instrument and record de-
partments acceptable. Photos must be
suitable for reproduction in RADIO
SERVICE -DEALER. Submit glossy
prints to News Editor, Cowan Pub.
Corp., 132 W. 43 St., N. Y. 18, N. Y.
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HEAl?T-1

SILF.11EME
TESTING

INSTRUMENTS

A test instrument without a dependable, accurate
meter is about as useful as a gun without bullets.
The meter is the essential part . .. the heart of any
testing device. NO TESTING INSTRUMENT CAN
BE BETTER THAN ITS METER.

And now SUPREME INSTRUMENTS have a new
heart . . . a meter manufactured under Supreme
supervision and by Supreme methods in Supreme's
factory.

The Supreme -built meter movement pictured
above is designed to take it when the going is rough.

FEATURES: I. New Magnet Construction,
Saves Critical Material. 2. Top and Bottom
Metal Bridges. 3. Simplified Rigid Core
Support. 4. Separate Scale Mounting.
5. Nigh Torque, Reduces Friction Troubles.
6. Rugged Pointer. 7. Reduced Weight.

Strictly a "war meter" worthy of a "war job" .. and
that means its worthy of ANY job. A meter that
meets Army standards has to be good. Supreme
Testing Instruments incorporating Supreme -built
meters will be more durable, more dependable,
more accurate than ever.

For the duration all Supreme
Testing Instruments and Su-
preme Meters are going to
our fighting forces. Post-war
Supreme models-test equip-
ment and meters-will be
worth waiting for. (Right.
Supreme 504-A Tube and Set
Tester).

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
Grs%enwood, Miss., L S a.

iltrairdlie"""400""iiiVabPiro
Electron Optics

[Continued from page 25]
Vipameroklipeassfolinporarklipowv#4,12p.

muir, Proc. Inst. Rad. Eng. vol.
25, p. 977, 1937.
E. E. Watson, Phil. Mag. vol. 3,
p. 849, 1927.
A. Bouwers, Physica, vol. 2, p. 148,
1935.
Zworykin, p. 71. Burton and Kohl,
p. 140.
H. Busch, Ann. Phys. vol. 81, 974,
1926; Arch. Elektrotek. vol. 18, p.
583, 1927.

(6) Zworykin, Proc. Inst. Rad. Eng.
vol. 22, pp. 16-32, 1934.

REFERENCE BOOKS
Klemperer: Electron Optics. Cambridge

Physical Tracts, Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1939. The Macmillan Co.,
New York.

Burton and Kohl: The Electron Micro-
scope. Reinhold Publishing Co.,
New York, 1942.

Maloff and Epstein: Electron Optics in
Television. McGraw Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1942.

Zworykin: Image Formation by Elec-
trons. In "Science in Progress,"
3rd Series, Yale Univ. Press, New
Haven, Conn., 1942.

Myers: Electron Optics, Theoretical
and Practical. London, Chapman
and Hall, 1939.
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HOWARD W. BENNETT NOW
MANAGER

Howard W. Bennett has been made
manager of the Specialty Division of
the G -E Company's Electronics De-

partment. He will be responsible for
the engineering, manufacturing, and
sales operations of that division.

ANOTHER STAR

The War Dept. has notified the Solar
Mfg. Corp. that it has been awarded
an additional star for continuance of
an excellent production record since
the "E" flag was awarded. The Solar
Co. has also been recognized as a pio-
neer in the use of blind employees.

Immediately Available are
certain hard -to -get radio and electronic
parts and equipment, urgently needed by
war -working industrials, radio service
men and others.

Large inventory maintained for your
emergency requirements. As distributors
of more than 10,000 different items we
can handle complete orders, however
large. No need to split. Our trained ex-
pediters select, check and ship, the day
your order is received. Tubes and P. A.
equipment. Receiving and trans-
mitting tubes, photo cells and special-
purpose tubes. Some types now Govern-
ment -restricted, but we can handle your
orders with utmost efficiency. Sound
systems, microphones, paging systems,
inter -communicating systems-standard
and specially -designed units for every
application, on rated orders only. Books:
All latest authoritative texts on radio
and electronics. No priorities required.

RWT REFERENCE
To Standard Radio and Electronic Equipment
Latest Complete Buying Guide! Over 800 pages,
completely indexed by item and maker. Value
$3. Now on Press: Will be sent without cost to
the executive responsible for radio parts pur-
chases in your organization. Meanwhile, glad
to send supplements and bargain flyers which

we publish from time to time.
Are you on our list?

Nneio Are
Revision /at

100 SIXTH AVE., DEPT. G-7.1 HEW YORK 13, N. Y,

BOSTON, MASS.  NEWARK, N. J.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
public address and sound equipment. Have
done it for ten years- pioneering several
new audio developments. We have made
equipment for the U.S. Army Signal Corps
and many large Industrials, this past year.
We can make pre -amplifiers, power sup-
plies, rectifier units, cord sets-anything
involving chassis wiring, assembling, sol-
dering. Known to all manufacturers-to
many since 1921-we can request and get
preferential treatment. Competent engi-
neering staff. No labor shortage in this
area. Let us quote.
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 Yes, each and every Aerovox paper
tubular is individually tested. That is
standard Aerovox production routine on
all types of capacitors, regardless of
price. Furthermore, millions of these
tubulars in daily use are establishing
enviable performance records. And that
doubles the assurance of top quality.
Use them for your wartime servicing
and maintenance work.

AEROVOX
Type '84

Type 484- 400 v. D.C.W.
.01 to 1.0 mfd.

Type 684- 600 v. D.C.W.
.001 to .5 mid.

Type v, D.C.W.
.001 to .1 mid.

Type 1689-.004 to .05 mid.

See Our Jobber

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED

AEROVOX CORP., NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

Export: 100 VARICK ST., N. Y. C. Cable: 'ARLAB'

A GOOD PLACE TO BUY YOUR

AND
E LECTR 04,INI/!/C
D EVI/C/E S
s, ir
N44`,4

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-14 McGee St. Kansas City, Mo.

Servicing Becomes Diversified
THERE WAS A TIME when the
average service shop specialized only
in the repair of radios, while elec-
trical appliance shops handled re -
Pairs of that character primarily.
Now with the shortage of technically
trained men (or women) the bar-
riers are down and everybody is try-
ing to service anything electrical
that is brought in. A new era
opens-and we plan to be right in
the thick of things. So be sure to
read the next and subsequent issues!
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Sound
Control

* For distortionless control of loudspeaker
volume, Clarostat offers the Series CIB con-
stant -impedance output attenuator. Constant
input and output impedance because of
compensated ladder -type resistance net-
work. Individual loudspeaker volume can
be controlled in an extensive sound sys-
tem, without upsetting the general setup.
Rated at 10 watts. * Ask your Clarostat
jobber about Clarostat sound -system con-
trols. * Or write us.

CLARCISTAT MIC. CC Inc 285 7 N 6ta St., BreolAn N.Y.

MUELLER

CLIPS
FOR MAKING QUICK

TEMPORARY CONNECTIONS

 Made in 10 sizes-from the tiny
wee -pee -wee to the 300 ampere Big
Brute.

 Offered in both steel and solid
copper.

 Red and black rubber insulators to
fit each size.

 A complete line with
A CLIP FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Immediate deliveries on practically

all items.
Send for free samples and catalog 719

1588 E. 31st St. Cleveland, Ohio

3 2 Radio Service -Dealer, November, 1943



Why Is an RCA Electron Tube

Like Sherlock Holmes?
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TitiNcs that were beyond the ken of ordinary
mortals were "elementary" to the man in the

fore-and-aft cap.

And why was this?

Simply because Holmes could analyze more
deeply, see more thoroughly into the core of things,
be more observant of little things than anyone else.

A modern Sherlock Holmes is the RCA Electron
Tube employed in an electronic device to check
tungsten wire leads for radio tubes.

With this difference: Sherlock master -minded after
the crime. The electron tube in this device is the
Magic Brain that detects microscopic flaws in wire
leads before they can cause harm!

For with the aid of this device, powered with an
RCA electron tube, a tiny flaw in a wire can be dis-
covered instantly-and the faulty wire rejected be-
fore it finds its way into a completed tube assembly
resulting in a leaky tube.

This is electronics in action now-at RCA.

Tomorrow many of you Distributors and Service-
men may be selling, installing, and servicing elec-
tronic equipment. The "electronic future" now de-
veloping should find you in an enviable position to
cash in on your experience and familiarity with
radio tubes, circuits, and parts. RCA, too, will be
playing a leading part in tomorrow's electronic era-
because the Magic Brain of all electronic equip-
ment is a tube-and the fountain -head of modern
tube development is RCA! RCA Victor Division,
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Camden, N. J.

TUNE IN "WHAT'S NEW?"-RCA's great new show,
Saturday nights, 7 to 8, E.W.T., Blue Network.

To detect flaws in wire leads for RCA
tubes, wires are tested by placing
them in the magnetic circuit of one
of two radio -frequency electronic os-
cillators. These oscillators are coupled
to produce a beat frequency which is
dependent on the relative frequen-
cies of the two oscillators. Since a
faulty and a perfect wire produce
different beat frequencies, as shown
by an output meter, an observer
watching the meter can instantly
detect and reject the faulty piece.

(PM

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA



Outdated theatricals... they too served
their purpose in their time...the
ballyhoo, checkered vest, cane, and all
the trimmings, some of these traits
Were adapted to merchandising...
even to jobber dealer and servicemen
...anyone can merchandise by
power, the power of ballyhoo...but

THERE IS
A DIFFERENCE

it
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When recognized scientists collaborate in the

production of precision devices or engineered

tubes, to serve today's electronic principles

there is no ballyhoo. America's destiny as

world leader is based not so much on resources

or population-but on ability-the ability to
be so much farther advanced in technical mat-

ters and to so far outweigh other nations in

the production of superior equipment that we

become an inestimable force.

RAYTHEON proudly submits its 12,000 skilled

workers as an important segment in this great

American achievement. For nineteen yea

RAYTHEON laboratories have,,,,,, rated on

research and development. Scientific achieve-

ment ifitts always been foremost in the Com-

pany's policy. The fact that today RAYTHEON

employs over 12,000 tube experts - supplying

the demand for critical electronic tubes-is the

proof of the wisdom of this unselfish foresight.

RAYTHEON
PRODUCTION CORPORATION
Newton, Mass., Los Angeles, New )

Chicago, Atlanta

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE

OF TUBES FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS


